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PREFACE

Preface

The Rural Employment Sector Programme (RESP) started in October 1986,
and was the succcssor to the Integrated Rural Works Programmc (IRWP)

which slartcdin 1982. RESP was plannedfor a three year period up tojuly 1989

andwill be extended by one year. Fromjuly 1990 itis expccted thatthc second

phase OfRESP (RESP II) will start. In the project documents ajoint mid-term

evaluation OfRESP was planned for late 1988. It has taken place injanuary-

February 1989 and has also functioned as a preliminary asscssment of
RESP II.
The Evaluation Mission was composed of the following members:

Nigel Hawkesworth Institutional Specialist, Team Leader,

Md. Mainul Islam Professor ofManagement

Mahmuda Islam Sociologist

Tonjansen Engineer

Ole Lindberg Cooperative Specialist

Sadrel Reza Professor of Economics

Else Skjemsberg Sociologist

The Terms ofReference of the Mission are found in Appenclix 1.

The team members would like to express their sincere thanks and apple-

ciation for the full cooperation and very effective assistance rendered to them
bythe staffofRESP and officials from LGEB,BRDB, the Planningcom mission
and SIDA.

The views expressed in this report are those of the members of the

Evaluation Mission and may not necessarily coincide with the views of the

Government ofBangladesh, SIDA or NORAD.



The evaluation had two main tasks: to evaluate the progress ofRESP since the
last evaluation in 1985, and to assess an outline of RESP ll.

The verydetailedTerms of Reference (Appendix) was constructedin such
a way that the Evaluation Mission (EM) was required to investigate the main
issues, and then was able to make a choice of the remaining points that were
considered to be the most essential. In the event, mostof the points in the TOR
were covered. However, itshould be noted that the topic that was uppermost
in the minds of most persons concerned with RESP was the structural
problems in PEP and their implications for RESP II. The EM was naturally
iniluenced by this atmosphere and has tried to find a reasonable proposal for
the future.

The EM was asked "to assess an outline of RESP II", which implied that
there was one document that represented a consensus among the concerned
parties about the future structure and operation of RESP. In fact the EM was

presented with a number of documents which in some points were very
differentfrom each other. Other points ofview were presented verballyby the
GOB authorities, the GOB staff and theTAstaff. Consensus didnot exist. Thus
the EM had many alternatives to choose from. The result, as found in Chapter
8, is not an appraisal or a full design OfRESP Il, which was not possible in the
time available, but an outline of what the EM team members think is feasible.
Its weakness is its lack of consistencyin detail. Some aspects have been treated

in detail because the EM considered them to be potentialproblem areas, while
other aspects have been treated in far more general terms. Aproper appraisal
or a Plan of Operation would have a more consistent level of detail.

The EM acknowledges that most of its findings are not original thinking.

8 SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90
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THE EVALUATION

All of the major issues have been thoroughly discussed and analysed by the

interested partics duringthe lastyear or so, and the EM has had much benefit

from thevarious discussion papers andpoints ofview. The EM has had therole

of trying to arrive at a reasonably consistent and realistic assessment of the

situation, which may hopefully form the basis of further progress.

The evaluation of 1985 emphasized the social/ political environment in
which the programme worked, andquestioned ifit is at allpossible for a donor

project, which has ambitions for helping the lowest strata of society, to be
effective in such a situation. The question is stillrelevant today. However, the

EM has chosen not to make it the basis of the evaluation. The EM is of the

opinion that the reality ofthe rural power structure is a given within which the

donors have chosen to operate, presumably being aware of the situation, and
that itis better to make the attempt to reach the lower strata than not to make

the attempt at all. It is recognised that poverty- orientated programmes in

Bangladesh have immense difiiculties in creatingreal socio-economic progress

for the target group, and that the process is a very long-term one that has to

learn from trial and error. Given that the programme exist$, the EM found

that the emphasis of the evaluation should be on the effectiveness of the
programme on reaching its objectives in relation to the targetgroup, and on

how to improve the activities so that they become more effective.

The methodology ofthe evaluation has been the traditional combination

of analysis of documents, field visits to all the districts covered by the

programme, and discussions with the staff, concerned authorities and related
GOB and NGO programmes.

jO SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90



INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction

Background of RESP
The origin of the Rural Employment Sector Programme (RESP) datcs back
to 1981 when the Government ofBangladesh (GOB) and the three Nordic
donor agencies DANIDA, NORAD and SIDA agreed on implcmentation of
the Intensive Rural Works Programme (IRWP). IRWl' was designed to cover
a period offour years up tojune 1985, but was subsequently, due to initial
delays, extended by one year. The Programme, to be implemented in 100

thanas ( now upazilas) ,was conceived as a support to the countrywidc Rural
Works Programme and was given five main objectives :

(i) Increase short-term and long-term employment;

(ii) Improve infrastructure;

(iii) Raise agricultural production;

(iv) Institution-building;

(v) Reduce inequality.

An evaluation oflRWP, which was carried out in 1985 , recommendcd that
the donor support to the Programme should be phascd out and that the
preparations for a continuation OfIRWP within the framework ofits modiHed
version - RESP - should be discontinued. Apart from noting that the
programme objectives as such were "utterly unrealistic" in view of the design
ofthe IRWl' and the constraints originatingfrom its socio-economic as wellas
the political environment, the Evaluation Mission identified a number ofbasic

shortcomings relating to the implementation process as well as the impact of
the Programme. They can be summarised as follows:

(i)The objective ofincreasing agricultural production had not been
achieved. The impact OfIRVVP in this regard had, at best, been
marginal;

SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90 11



INTRODUCTION

(ii) Employmcnt-generation for the target group had been far below the
targcts sct for lRWP and the cmploymcnt opportunities created had
mainly been ofa short-term nature. Additionally, the costs of the

cmploymcnt generatcd had bccn inordinately high;

(iii) Most of the benclits of the Programmet had accrued to the

comparativcly better-oltsectors ol" the population and IRW1' had
thcrcby failcd to reach its target group;

liv) The quality of the infrastructurc that had been crcatcd was sub-

standard. Mcasurcs to tacklc the quality issuc through training,
supcrvision and prcparation ofguidc- lines and design manuals had not
resultcd in a signillcant improvemcnt;

(v) The process of implcmcntation had been charactcrised by widcspread
misappropriation of Programme lunds.

The positivc achicvcmcnts idcntillcd by the 1985 Evaluation Mission were

mainly in the areas of institution building, i.c. a strcngthening of the Local
Government Engineering Bureau and ofenginecring (iapacity in the district;s
where lRWl' was opcrating.

hc outcomc of the cvaluation did not rérsult in a discontinuation of the

prcparations for RESP. As statcd in the programmc documcntation for RESP,
itwas considcrcd that the cvaluation did notgivc an cntircly corrcctrcllcction

of programmc achicvcmcnts nor did it pay due attcntion to the historical
pcrspcctive in which rural development programmes must bc scen. Appar-

cntly, howevcr, the critical asscssmcnt by thc Evaluation Mission and the

experience gaincd in implcmcntation OfIRNVl', rcsultcd in a partial rcdesign

<)l'th(r second phasc of the Programmc (RESP). lncrcascd cmphasis was put

on mcasurcs to improvc the tcchnical quality ol" the inlrastructurc develop-

rn(rnts('hcmcs; ncw proccdurcs wcrc introduccd to curb misappropriation of
I"unds;and a ncwprog-ram me componcnt - the Production and Employmcnt

Project (PEP) - was designcd as 21 means of contributing to long- term

cmploymcnt generation for thc targct group. The cxtcnt to which these

mcasurcs have contributcd to an improvcmcnt of the implcmcntation per-

formance and impact ofRESl' in relation to its Objectivcs and targcts and ir1

comparison with IRWP is the main focus of the present evaluation.

12 SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90



INTRODUCTION

IRVW) zuork-site. Duringlhe lou) season jar janninglhe ltmdless are given mark in dam är

road conslmction. Photo Ella Asplund, SIDA Pholo Archiues.

Policy Framework and Basic Design Concept of RESP
Successive national development plans have emphasised development of
rural infrastructure both as a source of short-term employment for the

landless as wellas a means ofpromoting agricultural production. The stratcgy
of employment generation and promotion of agriculture through

infrastructural development projects is also rellected in the Third Five Year

Developmentplan 1985-90 (TFYP) which defines the following main compo

nents as the cornerstones of the Government's rural development eflöort:

(i) Development ofphysical infrastructure, including roads, storage and
markets;

(ii) Expansion ofirrigated agriculture through minor drainage , small-

scale irrigation and Hood control works;

SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90 13



INTRODUCTION

(iii) Production and employment programmes for the rural poor.
The last mentjoned component is a fairly recent addition to the rural

development strategy which in the past has had much of its focus on rural
works and agricultural promotion schemes. It is based on two main consid-

erations as outlined in the development strategy prepared by the Planning
Commission to guide the design and implementation ofrural development
projects. First, public works prog-rammes cannot alone provide a long-term
solution to the employment problem. Secondly, although the agricultural
sector is the main source of employment and income, it will not be able to
absorb the rapidly growing labour force and address the acute problems of
rural poverty and landlessness. The increasingly skewed distribution of land
has resulted in the main beneflts ofagricultural development accruing to the
better-off segments of the population. Production and employment pro-

grammes , through which the rural poor/ landless are motivated through
group action to involve themselves in social and economic activities and
through which they are given access to credit, skill training and markets for
their products, are strategy in addition to further development of the rural
infrastructure and promotion ofagricultural production.

RESP has been designed in broad conformity vvith the development
strategy briefly outlined above. In contrast to lRVVP, which was heavilygeared
towards investments in infrastructure, the design of RESP gives more promi-
nence to the objectjve of long-term employment and income generation for
the rural poor. RESP is thus formulated as a programme with two interlinked
projects. One project, PEP, aims at organisinggroups through which support
- e.g. training and credit - is provided in order to enable group members
to Lake up long-term income generating activities and, generally, to improve
their social and economic situation. The second project, lDp,which is largely
a modilledversion of IRVVP, has asits main aim to improve rural infrastructure
through investments in e.g. roads, water schemes and rural markets and

thereby to provide immediate employmentas well as to contribute to longer-

term economic development in its area ofoperation.
Interaction between the two projects in implementation ofthcir activities

is an importantdesign conceptofREsp. This is referred to several times in the
Plan of Operation although it is not entirely clear what this interaction in
reality means and which are, at the field level, the mechanisms envisaged for
such interaction. However, the basic idea is that the two projects are to be

14 SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90



INTRODUCTION

complcmentary drawing on each others ' resources and providing short-term
as well as long-term income earning and employment opportunities to the
target group.

Both projects are designed to provide institutional development support
to their parent organizations, the Bangladesh Rural Development Board
(BRDB) and the Local Government Engineering Bureau (LGEB) , to effec-

tively carry out the functions allocated to these bodies by the Government.
The target group of the Programme is defined in two categories, primaiy

and secondary. The primary target group consists of men and women

belonging to households of landless labourers, poor artisans and sharecrop-

pers who depend on manual labour as their main source ofincome and who

do not own or operate more than 0.5 acres of land. The secondary target group
are marginal farmers with up to 1.5 acres of agricultural land.

The overriding objective of the Programme emphasises the target group
aspect being delined as "to improve the economic and social situation of the
target group through direct and indirect measures".

The desi gn of IDP, beingbased on the experience gained under lRWI', has

by and large proved to be realistic. Delays in implementation have occurred,
especiallyduring the Ilrstyear ofthe RESP period, but theywere due to factors
unrelated to the design of the Project.

The achievementofpEp, on the other hand, have fallen short ofthe targets

deflned in the plan of operation. In retrospect, on the basis of two and a half
years of experience, it can be seen that the design of the project was over-

Optimistic. The time required to build a new project organization and work
out the necessarysystems for group mobilization, training, credit delivery, etc.
was under-estimated. Furthermore, the institutional framework and organiza-

tional set-up ofPEP was ambi guous. PEP was designed to be an innovative and

flexible project aimed at introducing new ideas and methods for promotion
of income and employment generating activities for the rural poor. Being
designed as an innovative project, PEP contains organizational and opera-

tional features which deviate from the established procedures of BRDB. It
seems that BRDB only reluctantly accepted the design of PEP, and there was

apparentlyfrom the beginning a lack ofconsensus on the extentto whichPEP

would be allowed to operate outside the BRDB system.

SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90 15



ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Chapter 2

Organization and Management
of the Programme

Overall Programme Structure and Management
The organizational structure of RESP is shown below. There is no offlcially
approved organization chart for the Programme. This is symptomatic of the

lack ofclarity and consensus concerningthe division offunctions between the
various units involved in implementation OfRESP, notablyin the case ofl'EP.
The main organizational features of RESP are:

(i) The Annual Review Mission (ARM), composed ofrepresentatives of the
donors and COB, is responsible for overall monitoring of the
Programme and for approval ofthe annual work plans and budget5;

(ii) The responsibility for overall coordination, within the framework of
the work plans agreed upon by the ARM, rests with the Central
Coordinating Committee (CCC) under the Planning Commission with
the Central Planning and Monitoring Unit (CPMU) as its secretariat;

(iii) The CPMU, headed by the Senior Programme Adviser and a

Bangladeshi Programme Manager, coordinates and monitors
implementation of the Programme and prepares consolidated plans
and progress reports for the ARM and the CCC;

(iv) A Project lmplementation Office (PLO) under The Local Government
Division OfMLCRDC has the responsibility for implementing IDP. The
project is implemented through the LCEB. The Bangladesh Rural
Development Board is the executing agency OfPEP;

(v) Administrative and logistical services are provided by a consulting film
under a contract with SIDA.

16 SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90



PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYIVIENT PROGRAMME

On the basis of its analysis of the RESP organization, the EM has the
following observations and recommendations to make:

(i) The ARM is an appropriate mechanism forjoint GOB (donor plans and
budgets. The documentation available to the ARM is excellent. The timing of
the ARM, normally taking place only one month before the commencement
of the next financial year is, however, a problem. It leaves little time for final
processing of budgets and plans approved by the ARM. This issue becomes
crucial in case decisions taken by the ARM necessitate a revision of the Project
Proforma. This is a lengthyprocess which, as experience has shown, is bound
to result in delays in release of Programme implementation funds. The
Bangladeshi and sometimes the donor delegations to the ARM do not have
the 1nandate for final approval of all decisions. The EM recommends that the

ARM should be held at an earlier date than hitherto and that the delegations
should be composed ofofficers senior enough to ensure that decisions taken
by the ARM can be approved in without delay.

(ii) The position ofthe CCC under the Planning Commission has mont that
overall coordination of the Programme does not exist from MLGRDC, where

it organizationally belongs. The Mission finds it logical that CCC should be
placed under the Ministry in view of the fact that its two divisions, LGD and

RDCD, are the sponsoring bodies of lDP and PEP respectively with ultimate
responsibility for implementation of the projects. lt is therefore recom-

mended that CCC should operate under the auspices OfMLGRDC with the
Secretaries ofthe two Divisions as alternating chairmen.

(iii) CPMU has played a useful role in planning and monitoring. Through the
SPA. who is responsible to the donors for ensuring that agreed plans are
adhered to, CPMU has also provided the donors with an important mecha-

nism for regular monitoring ofthe Programme. The existence OfCPMU has,
however, contributed to a rather top-heavy and costly organizational struc-

ture. The EM suggests that CPMU under RESP II should be abolished and that
its functions should be reallocated. An outline of the recommended future
set-up is presented in a later part of this section.

(iv) The EM considers that the presentarrangementfor provision ofservices
through a Consultant is appropriate. Some modifications are, however,
recommended with the view to reducing costs.

SIDA Evaluation Report 3/90 17



ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Organisation Chart of RESP

SIDA
NORAD ARM GCB

Donor/GOB consultative level

Planning
Commission

Rural Central Coordi - Local
Development nation Committee Government
Div. ol MLGRDC Division of

MLGRDC
CPMU-

LGEB

BRDB
PLO

IDP [ ICP
GOB TA

National level

PEP PEP IDP

BRDB TA
l

(TA) LGEB

District level 1

PEP [ PEP
IDP Upaz. Upaz.

BRDB TA
TA Engineer Adm.

I

Upazila level

PEP BRDB
Group Organisers

Union level

lil Based on chart supplied by CPMU (not definitiva).
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Proposed organisational structure of RESP Il

Donors ARM GOB

- /
- - Donor/GOB consultatlve level

/
/

/

~ /

!. LGRDC

Å
RO & C Div

1
!

LG D

ccc

Executive Committee

Senior Programme
Monitor

l
PSO IAdm. &

BFlDB onitoring Iogist PLO LG E B
PEP unit scrc. unit IDP ISP
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

(v) The present organizational and management structure of PEP is fraught

with problems and needs to be revised.

The organization which should be considered for RESP II at the Pro-

gramme level, is illustrated above. The salient features of the proposal are:

(i) The Programme would consist of three projects, i.e. PEP with a modified

organizational structure and modiiled Objectives as suggested elsewhere in

this report; IDP roughly in line with its present objectives and organization;
and The Institutional Support Project (ISP) providing support to LGEB at the
national level in the fields of physical planning, mapping and training. An
alternative that can be considered is that the ISP become a project on its own
outside RESP, butwith close workinglinks to RESP.

(ii) The three projects would have their own distinct management structure

and would be responsible for all aspects ofplanning and progress monitoring
and would report separately to the CCC through the respective divisions of
MLGRDC.

(iii) The presentfunctions OfCPMU would be reallocated. Physical planning

and mapping would become the responsibility of ISP; financial administra-

lion and control with regard to TA funds (presentlywith the Consultant) as

wellas funds channeled through the GOB system (presentlywith the Financial
Unit ofCl'MU) would be combined under the Administrative and Logistical

Service UnitofPSO; impact monitoring would be carried out by the Monitor-

ing Unit of PSO; and the overall monitoring requirements of the donors,
presentlywith the SPA, would be met by a SiDA-appointedsenior Programme
Monitor (SPM). The PSO would bc directly funded by the donor, and be

responsible to the CCC.

(iv) The main functions ofthe PSO would thus be administer the donor inputs

(through a consulting Iirm) ; to operate the impact monitoring system; and

to monitor, on behalfof the donors, that the Programme is implemented in
accordance with agreed plans. The SPM would also be responsible for

ensuring that the services provided by the consultant are in conformity with
the agreementbetween the consultantand SIDA. The SPM would be the head
ofthe PS0.

(v) The CCC would operate under MLGRDC and would retain its present
membership composition. In order to enable the ccc to play a more active role

2O SIDA Evalua1ion Report 3/90



ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

than hitherto in coordination and monitoring ofthe Programme it is recom -

mended that an Executive Committee should be formed under the CCC. lt
would be composed of reprcscntatives of LGD and RDCD respectivcly, the
Project Directors and the Senior Advisers, the SPM and the lead donor. One
of its principal tasks would be to cnsure through review of 1 and quartcrly

plans and reports, that a sufiicicnt degree ofcoordination and interaction is

maintained between the three projects. The present system ofjoint donor/
GOB monitoring of the Programme through the ARM could continue.

Organization and Management of PEP
The Organization designed in the plan ofoperation for PEr' has the following

main fcatures: '

(i) At the national level, a PEr' Headquarters Unit under the Rural Poor

Division OfBRDB is responsible for implementation of the Project. Itconsists
of one I'r(ject Director (of the rank ofjoint Director) and an Assistant

Director who are GOB stafTrcimbursed from project funds. In addition, the
Unithas a number oftechnical assistance staff(TA),including two expatriatc

advisers The headquarters "Unit" is physically split in that the BRDB staffare
located at BRDB headquarters and the TA staff in another part ofDhaka.

(iii) At the District level, a Deputy Project Director (DPD) is deployed by

BRDB to work exclusively with implcmentation ofl'El'. The larger part ofthe
PEP staff in the Districts are TA staff, including one expatriate Socio-Eco-

nomic Adviscr, who were to be deployed in the PEr' District Unitfrom which
they were to "liaise" with the BRDB District Office.

(iv) At the Upazila level there are two GOB reinbursable ARDOS and a TA staff

establishment of three socio-economists. The ARDO in charge reports di-

rectly to the DPD and not to the URDO as is the case in the normal BRDB set-

up.

(v) At the lowest level of the organization, i.e. in the Unions, there are a

number of Group Organizcrs (approx, one per 10 groups ) who are GOB

reimbursable staff.

From the very outset it appears to have been unclear how this organization

would operate with regard to division of authority, responsibilities and tasks

SIDA Evalua1ion Report 3/90 21



ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

between the GOB and the TA staff at all levels, lines of authority within the
BRDB structure, and, generally, with regard to the degree of integration of
PEP into the overall structure and operational procedures of BRDB. The
system which evolved, was a dual operational and organizational set-up with
the TA staff on one side and the GOB staff on the other. This division has been
accentuated by the considerable differences in salaries between the TA and

the GOB staff and their differentbackground (a large number of TA staff have
been recruited from NGOS).

Efforts have been made by the PEP HO Unit to solve the problem in the
field through preparation of a set of Project Management Guidelines. It is

perhaps symptomatic of the lack of consensus between the TA and GOB
component of the Project that these guidelines have remained in draft form
without immediate prospects of reaching the stage of approval. The current
situation in the field can be described as an uneasy truce, butthe problem has

not been solved. A GOB field officer interviewed by the Mission defined the
issue: "Either you (meaning the donors and the TA staff) implement PEP or
we (BRDB) do it".

Another facet of the organizational dilemma facing PEP is internal to
BRDB. The District and Upazila level heads of BRDB, i.e. the Project,Director
and the Upazila Rural Development officers, seem to have difficultjes in
accepting that PEP operates outside their direct control.

It is not onlyin the field that there is lack ofcooperation, coordination and
consensus between the GOB and the TA staff. The EM has gained the

impression that cooperation between the TA and BRDB sides at the HO level
leaves much to be desired. There is also a strong resentment from the top
leadership at BRDB not only against the organizational and management
structure of PEP, but also against its activities and resource allocation. The
activities undertaken byPEP are considered to be of little benefitto the target
group and the overhead costs are seen as excessive. (The Mission's analysis of
the activities, results and cost-effectiveness OfPEP is presented in chapter 6).

The EM is convinced that the presentsituation in PEPIS unsustainable and
that a complete review ofthe activitjes aswellas the institutional arrangements
is called for. As PEP is organised now it vvill neither contribute to a develop-

ment of BRDB'S institutional capability nor realise its Objective of being
innovative. As far as the institutional aspect is concerned, there are two basic

alternatives: either the projectis redesigned to conform more closelywith the
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with the existing organization of BRDB or it is cutoutaltogether from BRDB
and redesigned for implementation through an NGO. The choice between
these two alternatives will depend on the importance given to the objective of
"strengthening and expansion of BRDB as per the Ruralpoor Programme" as

stated in the current plan of operation. If this is a major consideration, then
it is clear that the project will have to operate within the BRDB framework. If,

on the other hand, a high degree ofllexibility coupled with an experimentell
and innovative approach is required in order to realise the objectives of the
project, then the NGo-approach becomes more attractive.

The EM recommends the llrst mentioned alternative although it maylimit

the experimental scope of the project to some extent. However, even within
the framework of a doser afllliation to the BRDB structure, it should be

possible for the project to maintain its distinct identity. If the project is

redesigned and reorganised as suggested here and in chapter 6, a condition

should be that GOB andthe donors can arrive at a dear consensus concerning

those project strategies and activities within which the projectwill be allowcd
to deviate from the BRDB procedures. The EM suggests following the CIDA
RO 12 model with some modifications.

From an organizational and stafllngpointofview, the EM recommends the
following set-up:

(i) PEP should operate as a separate entity under the RPP Division of BRDB.
At the national level. a PEP Cellwould be established to ensure liaison with the

BRDB l-lQand to facilitate dissemination ofexperience gained under ['El) to
other RPP programmes of BRDB. An expatriate management adviser would
be attached to the Cell in the RPP Division. The Cellwould have a dircct link
to the Additional Director-General.

(ii) The PEr' IIQ) expected to be located in Faridpur, would operate under a

BRDB-appointed Project Director assisted by a sufllcient number of COB

professional staff (AD'S ir1 charge of training, credit and promotion of ICA)
and a technical resourcc team consisting of6-7 technical assistance stall". The

TA staff would work under the supervision and guidance of the PO. One

expatriate Senior Adviser, with extensive experience in promotion of ICA
would be attached to the PEI' l<lQto work as counterpart to the FD and would

also participate in field supervision of the PEP activities.

(iii)At the district level, PEr' would be staffed with one DPD as hitherto with
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at least one additional BRDB staffwould be assisted by one or two TA staff, who
would work under his/her guidance. The need for a continued deployment
of DSEA'S under RESP Il - an issue on which the EM has not been able to
reach a full consensus - should be studied further in connection with the
preparations for RESP II.

(iv) A PEP URDO would be deployed at the Upazila level to be in charge of
the project. The URDO should have a staffof two AFDOS as atpresent and an
additional officer, GOB reimbursable, specialising in promotion of ICA. All
the TA staff would be withdrawn from the Upazilas.

(v) The set-up as Group Organizers would remain as in the present organiza-

t10n.

The above suggestion would result in a clear organizational and manage-

ment structure. This will contribute to an improvement of the working
atmosphere in the project although it must be recognised that ['EP, at least
initially, will suifer from the withdrawal of part of the presentTA staff. Some
ofthe positive achievements OfPEP, e.g. the homogeneity ofthe groups, may
be at risk. In order to counteract adverse effects of the reorganization of PEP
itis recommended that a comprehensive stafftrainingprogramme should be
designed an implemented. Special emphasis should be put on training ofnew
BRDB (GOB reimbursable) staff suggested to be deployed in the project in
order to familiarise them with the PEP concept, Objectives and working
methods.

It must be stressed that the proposed reduction of the number of TA staff
should be compensated for through deployment of additional (JOB

reimbursable staff PEr', having as one of its main aims to contribute to testin g
and introduction of new methods for long-term employment and income
generation, will necessarily have to be resource intensive in tcrms of staff as

well as funds for action research and experimental schemes.

Organization and Management of IDP
The IDP organization, beingbased on severalyears of experience under IRWP
and RESP, seems to be working without any major problems. lDP, although
organised as a separate entity under LGD, operates at all levels in close

afliliation with LGEB and has. in fact, made a significantcontribution to the
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institutional development OfLGEB. At the Upazila level, the IDP schemes to
be implemented are subject to approval by the Upazila Parishad. This is an

appropriate mechanism for ensuring that the schemes selected conform with
the priorities set by the Upazila administration.

Although theworkingrelationship anddivision ofresponsibilities between
IDP andLGEBfield staffgenerallyarewelldelined, occasionalproblems seem

to have arisen with regard to reporting on quality deliciencies in implemen-

tation OfIDP schemes. Iris alleged thatTAfield staffsometimes report to their
"expatriate bosses" in Dhaka without informing the LGEB staff in the field.
There are no indications that this would be a major problem but it should
ncvertheless be looked into with the view to eliminating any ambiguity which

may exist in the reporting procedures.
There is a need to strengthen the coordination and interaction between

the various unitswithin IDl'.Two examples can be mentioned to illustrate this.

Firstly, the Water Resources Cell, which atpresent tends to operate in isolation
from the other IDP units, should participate in the design ofroads in order
to cnsure that they fullil the necessary hydraulic and hydrological require-

ments. Secondly, the Upazila physical planning exercise needs to be inte-

grated with the process ofselecting local schemes for implementation under
IDl'. Atpresent the selection is not always based on the priorities identilied in

the Upazila Planbooks.
The EM supports the proposal, contained in the Draft Working Paper on

RESP Il, to strengthen the institutional development support to LGEB

through a separate lnstitutionalsupport Project (ISP) . The proposed activity

areas of ISP are presented in detail in the Working Paper and are therefore
not further claborated upon here.

Administrative and logistical services
The SiDA-appointed consultant, presentlyHifab International, is responsible
for provision of administrative and logistical services as specifled in the

agreement between SIDA and Hifab. These services fall into the following
categor1es:

(i) Recruitment and administration of local and expatriate technical assist-

ance staff:
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(ii) Procurement ofequipment and services flnanced by the donors under the
technical assistance component of the Programme budget;

In addition to the above, the consultant is to provide backstopping services to
the Programme. For thatpurpose Hifabhas established an in-house team with
experience relevant to the activities of RESP. Technical backstopping is,
however, only a minor part of the services provided by the consultant.

The rule ofthe consultant as defined in the agreementbetween SIDA and
Hifab is clear. The consultant's responsibility is restricted to provision of
services needed for implementation ofthe Programme. The consultantplays
no direct part in execution of the projects which fall under the domain of
BRDB in the case OfPEP and under the Project Implementation Office OfLGD
in the case of IDP.

Although this distinction between the administrative role oflrlifab and the
implementingrole OfBRDB and PLO is clear and appropriate, areas ofconflict
within the set-up do exist. Firstly, thejustification ofusing a foreign consulting
flrm and the cost ofthe services provided are questioned on the Bangladeshi
side. Secondly, there appears to be a feeling that the action to appoint a

consultant has been taken unilaterally by the donors without sufiicient
consultations with GOB (although the deployment of a consultant is envis-

aged in the approved Plan ofoperation), and that (JOB has not been given
the opportunityto scrutinize the terms ofreference ofthe consultant. Thirdly,
there are occasional disagreements between the consultant and those respon-

sible for programme implementation with regard to selection and appoint-
mentofTA staff This conflict culminated in 1987 in a directive by the Local
Government Division OfMLGRDC to stop the recruitmentofTA staffpending
clarification of the recruitment procedures.

The issue ofcosts and that ofthe consultant being foreign - based are to a

large extent inter-related. The consultant's rcmuneration during the 1987/
88 financial year amounted to approx. Tk 34 lakh, consisting of a fixed
managementfee, the costs ofthe 1IifabResident Representative, backstopping
services, Hifab HO costs and a procurement fee. The Mission is not in a

position to assess whether this is a reasonable remuneration although this can
be assumed to be so by international standards as the appointment of Hifab
was preceded by competitive biddingfor the managementcontract. However,
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it is scen from the GOB side as a high cost in relation to the RESP budget and
adds to the already high ovcrheads.

From its analysis of the consultant's role and performance in the present
programme set-up the EM has concluded that:

(i) The role ofthe consultant is by and large well delined in the agreement
between SIDA and Hifab and the consultant is executing its functions in
conformity with the agreement;

(ii) As the Programme is organised at present there is no immediate arterna-

tive which would ensure that the support services are provided as elicctively
as hitherto. Itnot be feasiblc, consideringthe large number ofTA staffand the
substantial procurement requirements, to transfer the responsibility for
administrative and logistical services to any other bodywithin the Programmc
organization;

(iii)The present set-up should be allowed to continue at least until the end ol'
the current Programme period, including the bridging year 1989/90. To
change it now without adequate time for preparations wouldjeopardise the
quality of the services;

(iv) Possible alternatives to the present arrangcment can be considered for
the RESP II period, especially with the view to minimising costs while at the

same time maintaining efliciency.

It is recommended that the following alternatives should be considercd:

(i) SIDA takes over the task ofrecruitment and "Sweden- based" administra-

tion ofexpatriate staff. Local administration is given on contract to a Bangla-

deshi management consultant;

(ii) Aswedish film is appointedwith overall responsibilityfor provision of the
services required but with a local sub-contractcd consultant to handle the
administration in Bangladesh;

The role of the consultant, foreign or Bangladeshi, providing the Iocal
services should, under a possible prolongation OfRESP beyond 1990, be scen
in relation to that of CPMU. Assuming, as was discussed above, that a

Programme Support Office (PSO) will be established, then it should be

feasible to transfer part of the present functions of CPMU to PSO and to

combine them with the services to be provided by the consultant. The area of
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responsibility of the consultant would be expanded to include financial
control, i.e. follow-up and reporting on the utilization ofl'rogramme funds.

Administration and utilization of Programme funds
This section of the report attempts to provide an answer to the following two
questions:

(i) Are the present procedures for disbursement and administration of
Programme funds conducive to effective implementation ofthe RESP activi -

lies?

(ii) Has the problem of "massive corruption" as identified by the 1985

evaluation been adequately addrcssed through introduction of adequate
financial control procedures?

As reflected in the Programme budgetfor the currentlinancialyear, funds
from donor sources are disbursed through three channels:

(i) To the Bangladesh Bank for further disbursement through the normal
GOB system. These funds, which accounts for 53 percent of the total budget,
are mainlyfor investments in infrastructure (including maintenance) under
IDP, personnel and related costs of the GOB rcimbursable staff and for
training activities carried out through the BRDB system under PEP;

(ii) To the Consultant (Hifab) to meet the costs ofthe TA component, i. e.

salaries and rclated personnel costs, equipment, office expenses, etc. The TA
component accounts for 44 percent of the Programme budget;

(iii) Directlyfrom SIDA to a special Project BankAccount (approx. 3 percent
of the budget) to be used for support to LGEB for activities outside the

operations of IDP.

The last two mentioned disbursement channels function.from an admin-

istrative and financial control point ofview, are satisfactorily.
As regards funds channeled through the GOB system there have been

frequent problems in ensuring timely release of funds. In 1986/87, for

instance, no funds for IDP investments were released until the last quartet of
the year due to delays in processing and approval of the necessary project
documents. Similar delays, although of a lesser magnitude, have occurred
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during 1988/89 when the first installmentof the funds was made available to

IDP some five months after the commencement of the Financial year.
The problems caused by late disbursements have to some extent been

alleviated by the fact that unspent balances from previous Iinancialyears have
been available. This rellects a low rate of utilization of Programme funds,
especiallyduring 1986/87, when the implementation ofRESP was affected by

delays in finalization of the PP and byfloods. In the case of PEP, the shorlfall
is also due to the over-optimistic assessment in the plan of operation of the
time required to establish the implementation organization and to start the
planned activities. Furthermore, BRDB'S internal procedures for administra-

tion of funds have slowed down the implementation of planned training
activities. The Mission has been informed that action has been taken to deal

with this problem and that BRDB has agreed to the introduction of more
flexible procedures outside its normal financial management system. This
includes a decision to decentralise authority for use of training funds to the
PEP Project Director and allocation ofa special fund to the District level for
use for unanticipated activitics.

As shown in the table below, the utilization ofbudgeted funds improved
significantly in 1987/88 in comparison with the previous year.

RESP budget utilization 1986/87 and 1987/88. Actual spending as a

percentage of budget.

1986/ 87 1987/88
GOB TA Total Total

CPMU 30 30 90 90

IDP 19 84 47 98 I02 97

PEP 16 42 29 16 72 53

Total 19 78 43 86 103 97

Although the disbursement delays in the past to some extent have been
compcnsated for by the availability of unutilized funds from previous pro-

gramme periods, the EMfinds the magnitude ofthe delays unacceptable. The
following measures are recommended in order to ensure that disburscment
problem do not develop into a serious constraint to efTective Programme
implementation:
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(i) The ARM should be held earlier in the year to leave enough time for
preparation of the documentation ncededfor issuingof Governmentorders;

(ii) In case of delays which hamper Programme implementation authoriza-

tion for use of TA funds (to be refunded later from the GOB allocation)
should be given;

(iii) CPMU should, in consultation with BRDB, review the procedures for
administration of GOBPEPfunds and, if necessary, devise additional measure
which ensure that the flexible and innovative nature of the project is not
jeopardised by problems in linancial administration.

Financial control
The misappropriation reported by the 1985 evaluation and in the Review

ofthe Financial Aspects OfIRVVP (carried outby two SIDA consultants) noted
that misuse offunds had occurred with regard to

0 Underpayment of labourers
0 Work over-reported
' More labourers on master-roll than actually working
' Sub-standard work and use of low-quality materials.
Poor supervision ofthe work in the field and failure by the IRWP HQand

LGD to take remedial action were identified as factors contributing to the
unsatisfactory situation. In addition, serious shortcomings in the accounting
and financial control system were identified.

The EM has noted that a considerable improvement of the tinancial
control proccdures have taken place since the commencement of RESP as

comparcd to the situation in IRWÖP. A Financial Unit was established in 1986

under CPMU with responsibilityfor introduction ofan improved accounting
and financial control system, compilatjon of consolidated statements of
accounts, and auditing. The accounting system has been revised in accord-

ance with the recommendations ofthe above mentioned Reviewand operates
now, after some initial problems, satisfactorily. Regular internal audit is

performed by the unit in the project areas and financial statements are
normallyavailablewithin a fewweeks after the end ofthe quarterly accounting
period.
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The EM is convinced that the steps taken have resulted in a reduction of
the incidents of misappropriation ofprogramme funds.

Planning, Reporting and Monitoring
The standard ofplanning, reporting and monitoring ofprogress in relation
to work plans is high and the EM sees no reason to suggest changes in the
exlstmg system.

As regards impact monitoring, however, the situation has hitherto been
loss than satisfactory. Systematically compiled data are not available to show
the effects of the various Programme-activities in relation to the overriding
objective of"improving the economic and social situation ofthe target group
through direct and indirect. measures". In the absence of such data it is, of
course, diflicult to deline priorities and to make a sensible choice of "meas-

ures" both as regards selection ofvarious types ofinfrastructure development
schemes under IDl' and,the orientation ofthe activities ofl'EP.

The kind of monitoring which so far has been carried out has only to a

limited extentprovided a basis for assessing the socio-economic impact on the
target group. Within IDl' emphasis has been put on variables such as the
number of man-days of short-term employment created under various types
ofschemes and the relation betwcenjobs created and costs ofthe investments.
PEr' has builtits monitoringsystem on quantitative progress and performance
indicators (defined in the plan of operation) such as number of groups
formed, their membership, development ofsavings by members, number of
beneliciaries trained, etc. PEP is, ofcourse, a new project which still remains
to starta major part ofits planned activities, and there has therefore been very
little to measure as regards the impact on the target group.

Design ofan impact monitoring system, one of the activities allocated to
CPMU in the plan of operation, started in 1987. After some difflculties and
delays, reported to have originated from an initial under-estimation of the
complexity and scope of the task, the design work has now been completcd
and the staffrequired to operate the system have been recruited and given
initial training.

The system consists, brielly described, ofa census survey of 7.000 house-

holds in the three RESP districts, an in-depth sample survey ( coveringapprox
20% ofthe households in the census) with some 900 socio-economicvariables,
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and a smaller survey, to be repeated every quarter, of a few hundred house-

holds. The quarterly survey is intended to include a more limited number of

key variables which can be used to assess the impact of the IDP and PEP

activitjes on a continuous basis. These keyvariables have notyetbeen defincd.
The census and the in-depth samplc survey are in the process of being

completed and will serve as a benchmark against which changes will be

assessed through a replication of the exercise in one to two years time. The
focus of attention of the monitoring system is on the following four main
components of RESP:

(i) Growth centres.

(ii) Feeder roads.

(iii) Water schemes.

(iv) PEP.

As can be understood from the above sketchy description of some main
features of the system, the monitoring system created is complex as well as

comprehensive. Itwillcertainlybe dcmandingto operate both as regards data

collection, tabulation and analysis ofthe results. The level ofambition is high,

possibly too high.
Whatever the experience of the impact monitoring system proves to be, it

is essential that it provides answers to a number ofbasic questions. Concerning

the IDl' infrastructure development schemes. It should as a minimum:

(i) Measure the long-term socio-economic impact ofvarious types ofschemes,

e.g. with regard to development ofagricultural and other production activi -

ties, long-term employmentgeneration,access to marketoutlets and commer-

cial services, access to health and other social services, and, generally, with

regard to creation ofan impetus to overall socio-economic development;

(ii) Reflect the relative beneflts accruing to different socio-economic groups

under the various types ofschemes;

(iii) On the basis of the above, facilitate grading of the schemes in order of

priority on the basis of their suitability in relation to the Objective of serving
the social and economic interests of the rural poor.

Under PEP, which as suggested in chapter 6 should focus more sharply on
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promotion ofincome generating activities, the main emphasis ofthe impact
monitoring system should be on:

(i) The cost-benefit ratio (profitability) ofincome generating activities pro-

moted for groups or individual members of the groups;

(ii) The impact of various inputs provided, e.g. skill training, credit and
extension services, on the performance of various types of income and

employment generating activities;

(iii) The impact ofvarious types OfIGA on nutrition, health, familywelfare,
etc.

(iv) The effects ofgroup mobilization and human development training on
the ability of the target group members to improve their social and economic
standing in their local community.

The above are examples ofquestions which the monitoring system mustbe
able to answer. It is important that those responsible for implementation PEP

and IDP arrive at a clear definition ofa simple set ofindicators which rellect
achievement of the project objectives.

Technical Assistance Personnel
The staffing pattern of the various components of RESP, including perma-

nent GOB staff, is shown in the table below.
It can be seen that the T A staff. as far as numbers are concerned. account

for slightly more that half of the total. Together with the GOB reimbursable
staff, who are employedfor the purpose ofimplementation ofthe Programme
and who may not necessarily be taken over by GOB after the end of the
Programme period, they constitute more than 96 per cent of the total staff.
This is clearly an unsatisfactory situation in a programme which has an

institution building objective. It is therefore recommended that keypositions
within the implementation set-up of IDP as well as PEP should be fllled by
permanent GOB staff working in close collaboration with the TA and GOB
reinbursable staff in order to unsure continued use of the experiencedgained
and the methods developed under RESP when the Programme eventually is

phased out.
The TA staff costs and their share of the total RESP expenditure in
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1987/ 88 are shown in the table below for each of the three components of the
Programmc.

Itcan be seen that TA staff costs - inclusive of Hifab overheads - in 1987/
88 accounted for 36% of total RESP expenditure. Expatriate staff costs,

includin g Hifab, amounted to nearly one quarter of the RESP total and in the

IDP PEP CPMU Total
GOB permanent staff:
Professional 16 16

Support 10 10

Total GOB perm. 26 26

(JOB reimbursable staff:

Professional 25 21 46

Support 36 154 190

Technical 74 74

Total GOB reinb. 135 175 310

Tcchnical Asst. staff:

Expatriates 7 5 3 15

Local professional 106 46 9 161

Local support staff 142 46 12 200

Local technical staff 28 28

Total TA 288 97 24 404

Grand total 444 272 24 740

CPMU PEP IDP Total
Total expenditure* 154.8 313.9 1.941.7 2,410.4

ofwhich
- National TA staff 30.7(20) 45.7(15) 218.0(11) 294.4(12)
- Expatriate TA staff 82.5(58) 127.8(4l) 231.202) 441.1(l8)
- Hifab overheads 16.1(10) 29.5 (9) 88.6 (5) 134.2 (6)

* lakh raka - figures in brackets denote percenrage
(lakh = 100 000)
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case of CPMU and PEPfor two thirds and one half respectively. GOB officials
interviewed by the Mission have strongly pointed out that they regard the
number as well as the costs of expatriate staff as excessive.

The EM agrees that the TA costs, as a percentage of the total expenditure,
are high and that possibilities of reducing them should be looked into. An
agreement to that effectwas actually reachedbetween SIDA andGOB already
in 1986: "serious efforts vvill be made to decrease the reliance on and costs for
expatriate and local TA staff' The EM has not been able to identify any such
serious efforts" based on a systematic assessment of the staff needs in each

component of the Programme and the prospects of replacing TA staff with
GOB regular or reimbursable staff. The EM recommends that a c01nprehen-

sive staff review should be undertaken by an independent team of consultants
in connection with the pianning for RESP ll. The review, which should be
undertaken when the objectives, activities and geographical coverage of the
Programme has been determined, should result in an identilication of the

staff establishment needed to ensure effective implementation, the positions
to be filled from various staff categories (GOB regular staff, reimbursable
GOB staff, national TA staff and expatriates), and a plan for a gradual
replacement of TA staff with GOB personnel.

Although agreeing that the TA costs are high and that ways and means of
reducing them should be sought, the EM feels that it would be wrong to
determine the TA component on the basis of costs phone. An equally
important consideration mustbe quality of work and efficiencyin implemen-

tation of the Programme. A considerable improvement of quality control and
control of the use of funds has taken place under RESP in comparison with
IRWP. These improvements must not bejeopardised by an arbitrary limit on
TA staff costs.

As regards expatriate staff the EM feels that it would be possible to reduce
the number. A reorganization of CPMU'S present functions, the eslablish-

ment of the PSO and an expansion of the functions of the Consultant as

suggested. Would make it possible to reduce the expatriate staff posts by two.
Concerning the expatriates deployed At the district level, the EM has noted
that there is a strongfeeling, especiallyin BRDB, that the continuedpresence
of these advisers is not necessary. This is, as far as lDP is concerned, contrary
to the EM'S observation that the DEAS have played a significant role in
ensuring high technical quality of work and in curbing malpractices which
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were identiflcd as a major problem in IRVVP. The EM has not been able to

reach agreement on the future need for DSEA'S. The Bangladeshi team

members recommend the withdrawal of all DSEA'S. Another possibility
which should be looked into is whether the post OfDSEA could be combined
with that of DEA in the three districts, or that one DSEA can cover two

districts.

The practicc of employing advisers on contracts of a duration of one year
should be discontinued. This is too shorta time to enable a foreigner to adjust

to the Bangladeshisituation and to make a signillcantcontribution in his/her
Gold ofwork.
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Chapter 3

Programme Implementation:
Infrastructure Development Project

Objectives
The specillc Objectivcs of IDP, as delincd in its Plan of Operation, are:

I to build. rehabilitate and maintain such infrastructure in Programme

upazilas, as will contributc to incrcascd production, particularly

agricultural production, unproved rural communication, incrcascd
commercial and economic importance to markets idcntilied as growth

ccntres, raising direct and indircct employmcnt, or in other rcspects
would be of dircct or indircct bcnclit to the target population;

Il to make arrangemcnts within the GOB framcwork to lease out asscts

crcatcd under the Project to the targct group in coopcration with PEr'
on a pilot basis initially; and

ill to strengthcn and improve the organizational and administrativc
framcwork of GOB institutions at central and local level concerncd with
I and II above.

Activities and targets
Activities and targets for the IDP programme from ljuly 1986 to 30] une 1989

have been delincd as follows:
' Feeder reads, type B 59.71 km

' Growth centrcs and related infrastructure 22 ccntres

* Special schemes
pipe casting
and culvert installation

5800 (1986-88)

417 (1986-88)
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locally initiated grass-root schemes (LIC-RS)

women's schemes
re-excavation of khas ponds

' Maintenance routine maintenance
pucca maintenance

0 Small scale water resources schemes
* Formation of Labour Contracting Societies
0 Target group training
* IDP-LGEB training
0 Material testing
0 Intermediate technology
0 Mapping and upazila planning (under CPMU)

102 (1986-88)

64 (1986-88)

29 (1986-88)

790 km (1986-88)

889 str. (86-88)
19 (incl IR1/VP)

19945 trainees

28923 trainees

Physical Achievements
The physical achievements of the first two years of the RESP project, as

expressed in tinancial terms is summarised in the following table:

Physical Achievements in Relation to Targets (lakh Tk)

lDP investment Target up to Value ofwork Achievement
component 30@]une 1988 implemented by in relation

30 ] une 1988 to target
' Feeder roads 456.00 44.18 97.2%
' Growth centres 474.00 81.15 80.4%
' Special schemes 248.00 184.60 74.4%
' Maintenance 258,00 206.69 80.1%
' Small scale 1/VRS 185.00 136.02 73.5%
Total 1621.00 1351.64 83.4%

The achievements are quite satisfactory, and more so, when considering,
thatfor the year 1986-87 the progress was only 23.0% of thatyear's target. For
the followingyear this was 121.4%. Also in comparison to other projects, this
achievement should be appreciated.

When comparing the progress to the targets listed above, the following can
be mentioned:
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There is Un)! little rock in Bangladesh. Inslead hicks are used in road joundaliom. Here
bricks are carried out [mm the b1ickn)0-rks. Photo: Brita Äsbrink, SIDA Photo Archiues

0 Feeder roads

* Growth centres
0 Special schemes

- pipecasting
- culvert install.
- LIGRS
- women schemes
- khas ponds

0 Maintenance
TOU iiii (?

- pucca

Ö SSWRS

95% of the earthwork is completed
and 25.9 km ofsurfacing;
work is going on in all the 22 centres;

4742 pipes were castcd;
300 culverts installed:

85 schemes approved and 77 completed;
56 schemes approved and 50 completed;
20 ponds approved and 14 completed;

787 km of earthroad maintained;

554 structures complcted and
122 on-going
9 schemes completed, 9 under
construction, l under preparation.
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Transfer of resources to the target group has been limited to the lease of

20 fishponds.
Training ofthe target group has been more intensive than earlier planned.

During the year 1987/88 311 courses were conducted, mainly training of
Labour Contracting Societies (LCS). 8522 trainees attended for 35,683

trainee days.

Under the LGEB-IDP training programme, 80 courses were conducted,

involving3544 trainees for 12211 traineedays. This was 51% ofthe target. The

lower achievement was mainly due to the flooding problems in the country.

Mapping, a CPMU activity, is progressing quite well. Up tojuly 1988, 69

upazila maps have been produced for the RESP programme area and 50 for

other programmes and agencies.
Upazila Developmenti'lanning (CPMU) covered 9 upazila under RESP up

tojuly 1988 and 2 upazila outside RESP. Altogether 6 upazila Development

Plans have been complcted.

Quality of work
Plarming and design
Planning and hydrological design offceder roads has been quite wcak up to

now, and especially so in Faridpur and Madaripur. Selection of feeder

roads,was more on political/administrative than on technical/economic
gTounds. The roads in Faridpur and Madaripur are constructed in flood-

prone areas and do open up isolated upazilas, but it is possible that they could

have been turned into roads-cum-embankments.

Respectingthe earlier decisionsfrom the Planningcommission to construct
certain feeder roads, selection of roads to be included in the programme
should be made on a comparativc study base. This is to a certain extent done

under IDP. Feeder roads which do have a Hood protection function and litin
the BVVDB regional planning should have priority in development. Often
those roads are opening up isolated areas and flt the IDP selection criteria.

Feeder roads should notbe constructed in flood-prone areas in case regional

Ilood prevention activities planned in the near future, say vvithin 10 years.

Contacts with BWDB should be further intensilied. This will be of mutual

interest. Plans in BVVDB are changing quite suddenly sometimes.
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Following instructions by the Planning Commission, feeder roads are
constructed with two-lane bridges while the roads as such are one- lane. Costs

ofstructures increase by 30-50% in this way. As a general rule, double- lane
structures are onlyjustilied in double-lane roads. As itwill take 10-20 years to
complete the construction ofthe one- lane feeder road network are planned,
the EM considers that most ofthe double lane bridges arejustified only after
about 30 years from now. The economic lifetime of bridges is 30-40 years
which means that the double- lane bridges being built now will have to be
replaced about the time that the roads become double- lane. The EM advises
that the project makes a well-documented economic analysis on this issue for
further discussion. /

Selection of rural roads, as Locally lnitiated Grass Root Schemcs and
women schemes, is going on quite haphazardly. The targetgroup is not much
involvcd in projcctidentilication andformulation. Decisions are mostly taken
by the rural inlluentials and those have their own criteria and don't always

follow the priorities delined in the Upazila Planbooks. Itseems better for the
overall physical developmentin the upazilas that the Planbooks are used for
selection of those roads in the future, and that, before linal approval, those
roads will be checked in the field to explore whether construction has the full
support of the target group. Local drainage aspccts should be given proper
and increased attention. In general,roads following waterdivides should have
priority in development.

As studies byCl'MU indicated, loss ofagricultural land, crops and trees due
to earthwork affected the small farmer more than large farmers. Large
farmers, both in absolute andproportionate terms, have contributcd loss than
the others. In order to reduce this the llxing of alignmenls should bc

monitored more closely. At the same time the EM requests that the paymcnt
ofcrop compensation and land acquisition be considered seriously by LGEB
and higher authorities. The EM is well aware ofthe problems involved.

The identilication, seleclion and design procedures for the Water Rcsourcc
Schemes are in general sound. Proper attention is given to the field surveys.

Ilowever, the Water Resource Schemes included in the Upazila Planbooks
should be studied on priority basis, and this is not done.

The embankment design principles should be improved. Some embank-

ments are constructed inside out, with flatter slopes at the country side and
steeper slopes at the river side. This is for reason of seepage control. No
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attention is given to major wind directions. However, seepage is hardly a

decisive factor for dike ruptures in Bangladesh, while wave erosion is (as one

ofseveral factors). Therefore, if the situation allows llatter slopes they should
be constructed on the riverside and noton the countryside. Furthermore, the
main wind direction during the monsoon should be considered. Outer slopes
facing south should usually be flatter than those f acing north.

Implementation
The implementation ofworks reccives serious attention. The monitoring

andquality controlprocedures are correctin general. The overallquality level
is satisfactory and sometimes even impressive. The quality of the structures
and a major part of the earthwork is close to the highest level reached in

Bangladesh, and is an example for most ofthe similar schemes in the country.

Earthwork done by Labour Contracting Societies (l,CS's) is ofa remark-

ably better quality than work done by contractors and Project Committecs.
This is reflected in the type of works taken up: earthwork on rural roads and
in water resource schemes is far better than that on feeder roads in general.

Rural roads and VVRS'S (partly) have been constructed by LCS'S, and feeder

roads mainlyby contractors and Project Committees. The project is increasing

the involvement of LCS'S quite drastically.
Earthwork on the feeder roads is of an average quality, but worst in

Madaripur. Shoulders are too narrow, slopes too sleep, and too fine and

borrow pits too near to the slope.
Bricks used or the feeder roads in Kurigram are of a poor quality. The

projectconsidered this a case of'severeviolation', and rightlyso. Ilowever the
Violation Committee deducted only 5-7% of the final payments. The EM

considers this to be a very friendly punishment for a severe violation. lt
undermines the concept and weakens the position of the staff and of the
advisers.

As mentioned, works on structures are implemented properly. This is not

only due to prequalifying the contractors, sample testing and frequent site
inspections, but may also, to a certain extent, be a reflection of the training

programmes carried out, including on-thejob-training. The pucca mainte-

nance, pipe casting and culvert installation works are also of a satisfactory

quality, as mentioned in the 'Engineering Review oflDP' reportofMay 1988.

Misuse of funds relates largelyto quality of work. As the tender rates are by
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and large controlled and comparable to those of other agencies, and the
quality of work in IDP is satisfactory, it must be assumed that the misappro-

priation of funds is at a relatively low level.

Training
"SO far the performance and progress of the training programme is quite

impressive". The EM was not able to analyze the trainingprogramme in much
depth, butfrom the discussions and impressions gained, it delinitely agrees

with this conclusion as expressed in the recent evaluation study by Dr. F.U.
Mahtab.

So far, 90% ofall upazila enginccrs have been provided with 'Training ol"

Trainers' courses and 70% attcnded the Road Structure Manual Course.
Fourteen other courses were offered at various levels in addition to 11

different types ofcourses for the target group.with due appreciation, the EM
is aware that so far the training activities have been more extensive in nature

than intensive. One single course given to the trainee cannot develop the
required capabilitics. The training should continue and be even more
intensive. Worksheets could be included in the lecture notes.

The well-structured on-thejob training programme should remain in the
hands ofwell qualilied trainers in the near future. On-thejob training has

shown to be effective, as mentioned by the engineers in the field. Guidancc
ofengineers and contractors during a secondyear takes only20% ofthe time
of the first year".

Training in the understanding and application of the road structures

manual should be more extensive that done up to now.
For thewaterresources programme,a design manual is under preparation.

One week training is quite short. Much attention should be given to identi -

lication and planning.
The training course for contractors is quite unique and highly appreciatcd

by the EM. Its attendance is however too low. Attendance should be binding
for the contractors and in principle be conditional for awarding ofcontracts.

Upazila Planning and Mapping.
Quality ofthe upazila mapping and inventory ofphysical resources is ofan

acceptable standard and dennitely so when considering the drawbacks of the
shortage ofqualified staff. The distortions in the map scales are considerable,
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however, as observed in the field, but this will now im prove as satellite images
will be used as base.

Although information is collected from surrounding upazilas, upazila
development planning is still done in isolation. District level plans do not
exist. They should be developed jointly with (or preceding) the upazila

physical plans.

Institutional support
The EM is ofthe opinion that the overallprogramme within IDP has given

a constructive input in the institutional development OfLGEB. The support
in training, the development of the water sector and in implementation
monitoring in particularly, is much appreciated.

Target Group Benefits and Cest Effectiveness of IDP
The overriding objective of RESP is to improve the economic and social

situation ofthe targetgroups. This is also reflected in the IDP oljectives which

cmphasize creation ofemployment and income-generatingopportunities for
the target groups through investments in physical infrastructure.

In spite of the strong target group orientation oflDP and RESP as a whole

and its emphasis on the need to ensure that the programme resources reach

the rural poor, little is known about the socio-economic impact ofthe project,
especially its ability to provide long-term bencflts to its target groups. The
impact monitoring system still remains to be irnplemented and the analyses
undertaken by the IDP socio-economic staffin the field are too shallow to be
of any real use.

The benefits which are intended to accrue to the rural poor from the IDl'
activities fall into two main categories:

(1) Short-term employment which consists oftwo main components. Firstly,
the directlabourcomponentofinfrastructural developmentand maintenance
schemes undertakcn by IDP, and, secondly, the employment created through

production and distribution ofconstruction materials used by the various rOP
flnanced schemes;

(2) Long- term income and employmcntgencration. Lcasing ofassets created
under the Projectto the targetgroups is one ofthe means to extend long-term

benehts. It can also be expected that the investments will contribute to
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increased economic activitics and thereby provide additional opportunities
for landless labourers as well as for marginal farmers. Long-term perspectives
can also be created in other ways (maintenance, labour societies).

Short-term Employment Generation
Itis onlyin the first category, direct short-term employrnentgeneration, that
reliable data are available. As shown in the table below, the IDP investments
created in 1987-88 are approximately 1.15 million person days of short- term
employment:

Direct labour created per investment and activity (1987-88)

Investment Persondays Persondays per
(lakh Tk) created lakh Tk inv.

Growth centres 355.6 (29%) 131,343 (11%) 369
F eeder roads 417.5 (35%) 261,293 (23%) 626
SSWRS'S 94.0 (8%) 81,181 (7%) 864
Special schemes 170.6 (14%) 327,816 (29%) 1,922
Maintenance 170.1 (143) 345,340 (30%) 2,030
Total 1,207.8 1,146,978 950

] udged against the criteria of short-term employment generation, the
special schemes and the maintenance activities are the most effective. In-

vestments in growth centers have the lowest effecton short-term employment.
The issue of cost effectiveness, even if judged only on the basis of the ratio

between IDI' input costs and the short-term employmenteffect, is difficult to
settle. What can be concluded on the basis ofthe figures available, is thata total
of nearly Tk 1208 lakh was used for construction work under IDP in 1987-88

to provide appr. 3800 person-years of direct short-term employment. T his is
Tk 32,000 per person-year. If compared to the total IDP cost, including
overheads it is close to Tk 49,000. This appears to be a high figure, although
comparative data from other similar projects would have to be analyzed to
support such a conclusion.

The direct short-term beneflts of IDP accruing to the target groups are
small if measured as a share oftotal IDP costs. Assuming a daily age rate of
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The Labour Contmclingsocieties ham been ~ectiue in reachingthe torget population. Th;'

PEP groups are Hur best junctioning groups.
Photo: Heldur Netomy, SIDA Photo Archiues.

Tk 30 payable to the labourers, the total wage bill in 1987-88 amounted to Tk

340 lakh. This is 28% ofthe investmentcosts and 18% ofthe total lDP costs.

The ligure of 28% can be compared to the results of calculations made by the
1985 evaluation of lRWP. They showed that the trend had been as follows:

1981 -82 65%; 1982-83 45%; 1988-84 51%; and 1984-85 34%.

The EM regards this trend as a very undesirable feature of IDP and

recommends that more emphasis should be put on direct target group

benellts in selection ofschemes. A shift ofemphasis from growth centres and

feeder roads to SSWRS'S, special schemes with a high labour componentand

to maintenance should be considered for RESP ll. But, as will be explained

later, there are also other reasons to make this shift.
The Labour Contracting Societies concept has proven to be a successful
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formula for reaching the target groups and for implementation of work.
Higher quality of work combinedwith an increase in dailylabour income, skill
development and conscientization form together a strong base for further

strengthening and expansion of this implementation model.
For the first two years of the programme, 64% of all labour involvementwas

through LCS'S and maintenance groups. Contractors and Project Commit-

lees (l'C's) were involved only on feeder roads, growth centres and SSWRS'S.

For the feeder roads, only 10% of the earthworkwent to LCS'S, while 64% went

to l'C's and 26% to contractors. Excludingpipecasting and maintenance,.296
LCS'S have been formed during the last two years, involving 8485 labourers.

The direct cmploymentcreated is 46 days a year for the members ofeach LCS'

on avcrage; the average payment was Tk 35 per labour day.

Four percent of the labour supplied under lDl' was done by PEP groups;

38% of those were women. The PEr' groups were the best functioning LCS

groups.

Long-term Effects on the Target Groups
As mentioned above, there is a lack of comprehensive data on which to base

an analysis of long-term employment and income generating effects and the
socio-economic impact of the lDP activities. However, on the basis of a

number of studies made by IDP and other rural works programmes, the

following observations can be made on the various infrastructural develop
-

mont components of IDP.

Feeder roads and growth centres
The construction offeeder roads and the creation ofgrowth centres had

only a limited short-term impact on the position ofthe target groups. But the
EM also considers the long-term impact on their position to be doubtful.

Researcherscome toconilictingconclusions (Raisuddin Ahmed/NeelaMatin).

The expectations in this direction have stillto be proven. The negative impact
of the development of growth centres on smaller surrounding markets may
also be considerable and should be further studied.

Knas fish ponds
Excavation of khas fish ponds and leasing those to the target groups had
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(will have) a positive impact on the position ofthe groups. Short and long-

term employment opportunities have been created. llowever, the overall
impactwillbe limited as the EM expects that the number ofponds to be leased
will remain low due to much local opposition by influential persons.

Maintenance and pipecasting
The formation and operation of routine maintenance groups, pucca

maintcnance groups and pipecastinggroups not only can play a relevant role
in maintaining and upgrading the infrastructure of the countryside, it also
creates long-term job opportunities with a positive impact on the target
gToups.@]obs in this sector are round-the-yearjobs. Formation ofgroups in this
sector presents a considerable scope for skill development. Duringthe last two
years 1417 labourers have been involved during 223 days each on average.

Water Resource Schemes
Implementation ofwatcr Resourcc Schemes not only comprises a loft of

earthwork,givingshort-term labour opportunities, italso creates considerable
long-term employment opportunities in the agricultural sector. The EM

estimatcs, that the annual additional labour requirement in the agricultural
sector rightafter implcmentation is for most ofthe SSWRS'S in the same order
ofmagnitude as the annual labour requirement during construction. When
preparing and selectingsswRs's, this aspect should be analyzed in the future
and be seriously taken into consideration.

Cost Effectiveness in Long-term Perspective
In the light ofwhat has been said before some remarks have to be made on
feasibility and cost elfectiveness, item wise and comparative wise.

F eeder roads and growth centres
The average cost of the HBB feeder roads is relatively high, specially in

Faridpur and Madaripur due to the high cost ofstructures. In Madaripur, the
fceder road is costing Tk 25 lakh/km.

The feasibility in macro-economic terms of the construction of feeder
roads, growth centres and earth roads is hard to predict, or, as quoted from
the 1988 BIDS study on infrastructure by Kaisuddin Ahmed "benefit-cost
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analysis of infrastructuralprojects is a ni ghtmare to analysts primarilybecause

of complexities in identifyingthe multifaceted benefits". The sensitivity of any
Bc-figure is very high. "Therefore forma] benefit-cost analysis for appraisal of
infrastructural projects has remained quite weak and judgement of
policymakers has served in the past and will continue to serve in the future as

a strong basis for public investment decisions".

The EM deflnitely recognizes the need for constructing roads and growth
centres, but at the same time is aware of the negative aspects as described in
CPMU studies and clsewhere. However, in the light of the target group
oriented objectives as stated by the project, and when considering other
modes ofinvestments in rural areas, the EM is not convinced ofthe economic
priority of developing these infrastructural works.

Knas fish ponds

Rehabilitation offish pondsgive direct economicreturns. Studies indicated
that those activities can be economicallyhi ghlyfeasible. However they require
a relatively large manpower input from the project side, not least in arranging
the leases.

Maintenance

Maintenance in general is highly costeffective, and an inherent condition
for viable construction work. In economic terms, the feasibility of proper
maintenance is higher that ofconstruction, and more cost effective. In other
words, maintaining existing infrastructure has an higher economic priority
than building new structures.

Water Resource Schemes
The average investmentfor SSWRS'S per ha. beneflted is very low, Tk4721/

ha. This is about half of the unit investment for the Early Implementation
Projects programme under BWDB (IDA-DGIS co-financed). Lower costs are

mainly due to the minor catchrnent areas involved (leading to lower invest-

ments in structures and excavations) and to the exclusion ofland acquisition.
The economic viability of the SSWRS'S is high, and considerably higher

than the flgures published on feeder roads and growth centres. For feeder
roads EIRR'S are mentionedwith values between 13% and 26% (ADBfigures),
while the average BiC ratio for 26 SSWRS'S has been calculated as 3.8,
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corresponding to a higher EIRR (40-45%) than the figures mentioned for
roads. The economic llgures for SSWRS'S are easier (and more reliable) to

predict than the ones for feeder roads.
The simplilied B/C ratios for SSVVRS'S as calculated bythe project (1.6-5.6

with an average of 3.8) are probably too high. Cross economic benefits have
been used in the calculations as net economic benefits, and no economic

consideration is given to the fact that agricultural landis usedfor construction
(in spite of the fact that no land acquisition has been paid). The B/C ratios

mightbe, say, 40-50% lower than predicted, but even then all the 26 SSWRS'S

studied are economicallyfeasible, and the statements made previously are still
valid. As already mentioned in the previous section, the long-term effect of
SSWRS'S on agricultural employment is considerable. The supcrvision cost
during construction is lower than for feeder roads, but the inputrequired to

support the OCM activities seriously is large.

Trials
A number of experiments are going on in the project, some more useful

than others.
The roadtrials are considered essential by the EM, and the experiments on

tiles make a lot ofsense as well: cement tiles offer an economic alternative for
clay tilcs and CI sheets. The interlocking concrete bricks are strong but quite

expensive; demand seems to be low; a large-scale road trial in Kurigram
(where the brick quality is low) could be considered. Thejutemesh slope
protection experiment is questionable. The cost is too high to give much

perspective (Tk 10/sq,m against Tk 1.6 for regular turfing). Turfing, well
planned at the right time, can be highly effective.

Experiments with buried pipe irrigation systems should continue in the

opinion of the EM, but carefully. Long experience in Uttar Pradesh, India,
indicated that itremainsverydiflicult, alsowith this system for therightpeople
to receive the right quantity of water. The experiment will require much
guidance.

Physical planning
The physical planning exercise and the production ofupazila Planbooks

is a matter of concern. Upazila Planbooks don't have status, not even within
the project. Planbooks are not reallyintegrated in the programme; the books
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are rarely used for setting priorities in development. As mentioned earlier,
overall district level planning is not donejointly with upazila level planning.
The cost effectivencss of the entire planning exercise, as it stands now, is

considered to be very low.

Training
The EM linds that the on-going training programme is ofa fundamental

value for improving the standards of work at upazila level and for raising
awareness. Its cost effectiveness, although impossible to be expressed in
[lgures, is high. Especially the on-thejob training courses are believcd to be

highly cost effcctive.

Priorities in IDP - RESP II
The LOt' programme under RESP, built on the experience of IRW1', has

indicated sullicient scope for improving the conditions of the target groups
in the rural area tojustify continuation.

One ofthc objectivcs oflDl' was "raising direct and indirectemploymentn.
which would bc ofdirect or indirect benelltto the targct population". For the
continuation of the programme, this objective should rcmain, but it should
be sharpcned: creation oflong-term employmentpossibilities should receivc
greater attcntion when selecting schemes for investment. Creation of short-

term employment possibilities should be geared to formation of long-term

employment in principle. It is assumed that long-term employment genera-

tion still has to dcpcnd largely on the two main traditional sectors: agriculturc
and earthwork.

Scctorial thinking within the project should be reduced. Activities should
be more integrated in order to make the project more effective.

With these points ofdeparture in mind and the comments on thc various
project activities as mentioncd in the previous sections, the EM has the

following suggestions for changes to be incorporated in a possible RESP II.
Feeder road construction would rcceive ;1 lower priority in the total

investment package. Selection of feeder roads would bc based on regional
development studies which would look at transport needs and pay propcr
attention to llood control. Feederroads (flttingthe critcria sctbythe Planning
Commission) which also have a Hood controlfunction, open up isolated areas
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and fil into BWDB regional Hood protection planning, would have priority.
Alternative alignments should be considered. Construction of double- lane

structures and more particularly of double-lane bridges is not justifled.
Discussionswiththeplanningcommissionon thiscostlyissueshouldcontinue,
and should be based on a proper economic analysis to be produccd by the
project.

Final surfacing ofthe feeder roads implemented by the project should be
taken up in the future, say after 5-byears. Final surfacing of both the roads in

Kurigram might already be required within RESP ll and should be included

in the programme.
Invcstments in growth centres would be reduccd, and minor markets

would be included in this activity. The Upazila Parishads should contribute
with at least 10% of the total invcstment costs initially, as these investments

directly enhance the revenue collection possibilities ofthe upazilas. Where it
concerns financial participation of the upazilas in implementation, lessons

should be learned from the Rangpur Dinajpur Rehabilitation Service Project.
The income for the upazilas from auctioning the lease of markets is

unacccptablylow (loss than 10-20% ofthe moneycollccted), and duties by the

auctionecrs are completely neglected. Rules and procedures should be

revised by the higher authorities, and be conditional to the flow ofGovern-

mont funds to the upazilas. The EM proposes that the contribution of the
upazila Parishads for cleaning and physical maintcnance will increase gradu-

ally to 50%.
Investmcnt in water rcsource schemes would be incrcased, and the iden-

tilication of drainage improvement schemes would reccive more attention.
The economicjustification of the SSWRS'S should be better anal)aed. The

Water Resource Cell in the project should be strengthened with a full time

hydrologistand an agronomist (bothlocal).The Mission supports the proposal
to expand the existing design unit in the Water Resource Cell into a design

unit for the entire programme. This unitwould also deal with the hydraulic/
hydrological design of feeder road structures, and will take part in the

selection of those roads using their knowledge of the regional hydrology.

Expanding the activities into irrigation should be done very cautiously.

Proper monitoring of irrigation activities requires a considerable input on
monitoring. even the construction ofburied pipe systems does not guarantee
fair distribution ofwater without intensive monitoring.
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In spite ofall set-backs to make the operation and maintenance program
in the Water Resources Schemes successful, the OCM programme should

receive increased attention in the years to come. This will require increased
staflingin this sector. Where operation and maintenance programmeswill bc
introduced, and irrigation activitjes will be started, PEP groups or LCS'S

women groups should be involved whereever possible.
The LIGRS'S would give greater priority to minor drainage improvement

schemes than to rural roads. Drainage aspects related to rural roads should
receive more attention. The LIC-RS'S should be included in the priority
programmes formulatcd in the Upazila Planbooks.

Fish pond activitics should continuc but the programme should not bc
cxpandcd until itcan be dcmonstrated that long-term control of the ponds
and economic viability can be realised by the target group.

Maintenance of all scl1emes constructed by the project would reccivc
consistent long-term attention. This includes also the feeder roads. Routine
maintenance would be expandcd to the entire project area. Extending the
maintenancc programme has its consequences on stafling. Monitoring
maintcnance activities requircs more manpower input than required for
construction. The upazila/GoB contribution to pucca and routine mainte-

nance would gradually increase from 25% to 40%.
The tree-planting and caretaking programme should be fully linked with

the routine maintenance programme, and should be expanded.
The LCS involvement should be furthcr strenglhened and intensiiied.

Whencver possible, new LCS groups formed in the upazilas where the PEr'
programme is working, would be recruited from PEP groups; otherwise new
LCS groups should be formed into PEr' groups. In the selection ofprojects £1

ccrtain prcference would be given to those areas where PEI' groups are

alrcady activc. The motivational training among the LCS groups would be
further expanded in order to strengthen their position.The gradual move for
involvingLcsg'roups into activities other than earthwork (pucca construction,
road paving) should continue.

The projectwould assistthc Lcsgroups who have been involvedin IDI'for
2-3 years, if they wish so, to change into Class D contractors, thus helping to
creatc possibilitics for long-term employment. The project can assist and

advisc the groups for 2-3 years after they have become contractors.

The number ofpipecastinggroups and pucca maintenance groups would
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increase. They should bc turncd into LCS groups to improve their perform-

ance and support the formation ofindependent and viable economic units.
Trainingis a condition for further improvementofquality; the programme

should continue and be strengthened. Well-structured on-thejob training
should receive increased attention, as should the training on water resources
and road structures. A study to analyLe the impact of the training given
recently should be conducted shortlyin order to give direction to the training
programme to be offered in the near future. The District Training Officers
(TA), to be replaced by District Training Engineers shortly (reimbursable.),
need an overlap for a period of3 months at least.

Regional planning and mapping would only continue if the end result
receives formal status, at least within the project, related to decision-making.
District level planningshould also be started. The EM supports the formation
ofthe lnstitutional Support Project, incorporating the training and planning
units. However, the production and updating of the Upazila planbooks
related to the project area, shouldfall under direct responsibility ofthe RESP

headquarter in Faridpur (1990).
The local and foreign TA staffunder IDP could be reduced, but this can

onlybe considered after finalising the Programme. Itis most unlikely that the
total project staff can be reduced; even an increase might be required. LGEB
should post more permanent (JOB staff to the project so that not all staffin
certain sectors are reinbursable or TA. Posting GOB staffin the trai ning u nit,
in the planning unit, and in the Vvater Resource Cell, includingcreatingposts
for sociologists, will be apprcciated by the EM and understood to reflect an
intcntion from the GOB side to continue certain development activities after
RESP comes to an end.

With the minor modilications in the tasks as mentioned above, the

organizational structure for lDpwould remain in line with RESP. Adjustments
in stafling should bc based on a needs assessment to be made after the

program for RESP II has been defined.
The Mission advises that the project will be expanded, but in stages.

Activities in Kurigram district should continue as long as another donor is not

found to continue the on-going activities in a consistent way. In the Iirst or
second year the project would expand to cover one more (new) district in
Greater Faridpur. In the third year a decision would be taken regarding
further expansion.
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Chapter 4

Programme Implementation:
Production and Employment

PEP Objectives
The overall RESP objective of "generating long- and short- term employment

for the rural poor" is also a GOB Third National Development Plan and
NORAD/SIDA developmentobjective. Thus the donor/GOB cooperation is

in the interest of all the parties concerned.
Under RESP, lDP's rule is i.a. to provide short-term jobs, while PEP was

designed to fullil RESP'S Objective as regards long- term employmentfor the

landless poor. But PEP was also given other long- and short-term objectives

and the array of objectives is, in the opinion of the EM, the cause of many of

the present PEP problems. in addition to the long-term employment objec-

tive, according to the Plan of Operation (POP) PEP shall also strengthen

BRDB and organize landless poor into groups.
The POP also cites 9 so-called short-term Objectives. These are in fact the

PEP strategy or strategic inputs. Particularly as 'short-term' 'Objectives' the

strategy is ambitious. It demands that PEP works on not less than nine

different tasks, and within each of these "develop and introduce systems".

Thus PEP shall develop and introduce systems for:

1) strengthening BRDB rural poor programme;

2) human development training;

3 ) more productive and efficient use of savings and provisions of credils;

4) literacy and numeracy training;

5) skills training;
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6) promotion of productive activities and new technologies and provision
ofa market information system;

7) strengthening the agricultural, livestock and Iisheries GOB extension
services:

8) provision of legal services;

9) participation of target groups in selecting and implementing
infrastructural development schemes.

It is the view of the EM that the POP recommended inputs are too many,
and some of them too diffuse, to allow for cost-effective and rapid imple-

mentation ofPEP's main goal. Itis notthatsome ofthe activities are irrelevant,
but some are more important than others and should consequently bei
prioritizcd. Skills training and development, provided the training is made
need- specilic, is one such activity, and particularly as specified in the POP.
Promotion of productive activities and technologies is another, and the
introduction of a system for more productive and eflicient use of savings a
third. The EM strongly recommends that the income generating objective be
kept central in all future PEP work, and that these three strategic inputs
receive priority.

To reach the long term goals, the POP specilies some guiding principles;
"the projcctmust be innovative, flexible and unburaucratic, and responsive to
the necdsofthe targetgroup". The EMsupports thisemphasison innovativencss
and Ilexibility.

The success OfPEP vvill not only depend on whether the project succeeds
in developing and promoting economically viable income generating activi-

lies (ICA). The degree to which PEP services and inputs can be replicated on
a largcr scale, and sustained over time are equallycrucial. For this reason close
cooperation between PEP and BRDB is a necessity.

The PEP Concept
The POP ennumerates a series of institution building activities "to develop
and improve the BRDB system for formation and support ofBSS/MSSgroups
outside the UCCA system" . The EM supports the overall objective of
strengthening BRDB, butquestions many of the activities recommended for
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this purpose in the POP. lt seems essential to resolve the question of whethcr
PEP shall play an innovative and experimental role as regards target group
ICA, or whether PEP shall function as an immediate reinforcement to the
present BRDB/RPP set up.

The two PEP concepts need not be contradictory, but they differ in the
sense that the former - innovative, experimentell and unbureaucratic -

presupposes greater technical expertise and more administrative flexibility
than what is presently available to PEP. It also implies fewer ambitions

regarding largels in terms of numbers of groups, number of training days and

amounts of savings. The latter PEP concept may be more in line with the
present quantitative emphasis, but demands a much closer cooperation with
BRDB tkah has hitherto been the case.

The present lack of clarity as to PEP'S main emphasis contributes to many
ofthe problems presentlyfacingpEp. 'Too manyobjectives are no objcctivcs',
and the result is a PEP which pleases no one. It is also a PEP that contributes
neither to insti tution building, nor to anyinnovative approaches to rural ICA.
To bypass the present impass, the PEP concept must be clariiied and ad -

ministration structures made to suit the main PEP emphasis. As will be clear

from the rest of this paper, the EM recommends that the emphasis be on a

innovatjve approach to promoting ICA to groups, within the basic model

provided by the BRDB RO 12 project supported by CIDA.
It is the view ofthe EM that PEP is a viable as well as promising approach

to rural lGAprovided the projectbe permitted to pursue itsguidingprinciplcs
of being innovative, and flcxible. To strengthen this part of PEP the EM

recommends that the donors and GOB define PEP'S main role to go beyond
the formation ofgroups and the promotion of savings and credits. The EM
recommends that it be as a spearhead for rural income generation that PEr'
concentrates its efforts in the future. Group formation should not be a goal

in itself, but a means towards greater economic sellireliance among the

landless poor, and thus a vehicle for PEP ICA. PEP'S institution building role
cannot be seen independent of PEP ICA achievements and depends on

whether the projectsucceeds in workingoutinnovative methods for alternativc
and viable ICA modules that can be implemented by the target group.
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PEP Achievements
The POP ambitions notonly affectpEl' oljectivcs, butalso its targets. As many
as 16 quantitative targets have been specilled in the POP and understandably
enough, these rather than the overall objeclive, seem to have become a guide
for PEr' performance.

PEP PROGRESS AS PER NOV/DEC 1988

Activity Target
(as byjune 1989)

Achievement

Number ofgroups
% women' s groups
Number of group members
Savings (Tk, lakh)
Credit (Tk, lakh)

Training:
Literacy: Lrainees
% women's groups
Human dev:

tramees

number ofgroups

2,000

30%

32,000

15,2

100.0

8,982

30%

48.000

734

40%

14.868

11,2

3,02

1,252

34%

500

Skills:

lrainces 25,600 3.573

ICA persons involved 2.500

groups involved 300 320
Li

Since April 1987 when group formation started, 743 groups have been
formed, 603 ofthem are male groups, 40% women groups. Total number of
group members is 14,800. Drop-outs have been rcported to be negligible until
recently, but may increase due to the dclay in the provision ofcredit. A total
of 734 groups is a considerable achievement even if the Iigure is modest as

compared to PEr' cxpectalions. The targct has however been revised from

2000 first to 1500, subsequemly to 1200 and then to 1000 groups. The EM
supporls this toningdown ofthe number ofgroups, and recommends that no
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72g'roups and more than I5 00 persons are inuolued in jishing[ rom Khax mäter bodies

leased
'
[rom thegouernment.

Photo: Fredrik Schjémder, SIDA Photo Archiues

more groups be established during the coming phase, except in connection
with the formation of IDP/LCS'S in Upazilas where PEP is already active.

At least 500 groups have undergone formal and/or informal human
development training. 3500 persons have got skills training during a total of

8800 days. 1252 persons have been given literacy training. The literacy

programme is the only one that has been formally assessed. The report
(Kramer, Dec. 1988) advises against the continuation of the programme,

unless quality is radically improved, due to the poor target group attendancc,
unsatisfactory teaching and lack ofsupcrvision from PEr'.

PEPhas not onlytrai nedgroups, but also its own TA andGOB reimbursable
staff, as well as the 20 bank workers that were employed by Agrani Bank and

paid for by PEP injune 1988. Most field stalfare withoutprevious experience
in the field in which they are working, and much of the success of PEP will
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depend on how the staff perform vis-a-vis the PEP group members. It is the
contention ofthe EM that 20 days formal training ofthe field staffis much too
little.

The average saving per group mernber is only Tk 76, due to the fact that
many groups have not functioned for long. Total group savings however
amount to over Tk 1 mill. So far no plans existas how best to make use of this
capital.

PEP income generation activities and possibly PEP group morale, have

been reported to suffer due to non-availability ofcredit. Still, ad hoc credithas
been provided through the so-called TA fund on a group basis. Irrigated
paddy cultivation, vegetable cultivation, paddy husking, poultry and duck
rearing, bee- keeping and basket making are among the present ICA. Fishing
is the activity that has received most credit and most attention so far. In
Kurigram 72groups and more than 1500 persons are involved in fishingfrom
Knas water bodies leased from the government. The total number of group
members having undertaken PEP inspired IC-AS is reported to be 2500.
Unfortunately, the individual earnings derived from such activities are said to
he modest, but no systcmatic monitoring exists as yet. Wrtually all the ICA
seem to have met with problems. Theft, floods, late planting, broken down
irrigation pumps, wrong crops, improper managementand lack oftechnical
knowledge are among the identilied causes for unsatisfactory return on
investments.

So far it is in interaction with IDl', particularly through LCS'S, that PEr'

groups have been mostsubstantially benelited. A total of50,000 employment
days, of which 38% are women-days have been created for PEP group
members through LIGRS. Special schemes accountfor 40,000 person days of
which 48% are women- days. Maintenance schemes (LCS) have provided9500
person-days ofwhich one third are women-days. PEP involvement in LIC-RS

and ws has doubled since the cooperation IDP-PEP started, as the table shows

LIGRS WOMEN' S SCHEMES

1987/88 1988/90 1987/88 1989/89
PEP group involvement 12%) 28%) 16%) 32%
as per cent ofall involvement
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Among the PEP achievements in the short time span since the project
started are the establishment of the PEP administration in Dhaka and at
district and upazila level. The present staff, reinbursable staff included,
number about 240 persons.

So far, the leader will perhaps have noticed that none of the "systems" that
the POP called for and asked PEP to "develop and introduce" have been

mentioned. Theyhave not because tlleydo not as yet exist. This is substantial
weakness of PEP and has contributed to making PEP much less goal directed
than mav otherwise have been the case.

Problems and Constraints
It is the contention ofthe EM that the main internal problems plaguing PEP
at this early stage are the diffuseness and ambiguity of the PEP concept, the
proliferation of Objectives and activities and the pressure to meet the quan-

titative PEP targets. But the EM has also identified a number of other
constraints that prevent PEP getting off the ground. These include:
' the dual and even triple lines ofcommand

0 the failure to recruit (particularly GOB female field) staff

* shortcomings as regards adequate staff training

0 jack of clarity as regardsjob descriptions

' lack ofincome generation skills among project staff

* lack of policy and plans as regards savings and credit

0 jack of plans and modules for how to raise target group incomes

' the lack of an impact monitoring system.

The structural set upwith double and even triple lines ofcommandis partly
a result of the lack of conceptual clarity. The large number of PEP staff does

not simplify the structural problem. TA and COB staff are caught in the

middle ofconflicting and competitive intentions and have, no doubt, tried to
make the best out of it. However it can be questioned whetl1er the staff are
suitably qualified for thejob they do, and whether their training suffices.

Working directlywith the targetgroup the group organizers play a key role
in the success of PEP. So far the group organizers have been constrained in
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their jobbylack of sufficient training andbecause of considerable understafli ng,

particularly among women group organizers. The EM recommends that

emphasis be put on experience and attitudes rather than formal education
when group organizers are recruited, and that they be recruited locally.

Qualifications as graduates seem unnecessary, and may create expectation of
status and facilities that the project cannot meet. Female group organizers,
because of attitudes to women field workers, have had particular problems as

regards personal security. Presently there are about 30% vacancies among
female group organizer staff. The EM recommends that the initial group
organizer training be substantially increased. A three month course with
annual refresher courses seems a minimum. Training should as far as possible
be done by NGO'S or others that specialize in this field. Suitable incentives
should be considered for upazila and union staff in order to attract good
candidates.

Iris at the upazila level that the TA and reimbursable staffare designed to
work most closely together. The lack ofcooperation at this level has in many
places become counterproductive, and consequently it is here that structural

changes are most pertinent. This issue is treated in detail in section.

The lack of job descriptions and the fact that most senior PEP TA staff are
socio-economists have contributed to PEP structural constraints. A 'socio-

economist' is not a professional title but designates a PEP staffwith scemingly
generalbutusually targetgroup oriented work experience, much ofwhich has

been acquired working with local NGO' s. What the project has in abundance

are specialists in group formation and mobilization. What PEP lacks at all

levels are specialists in rural income generation.
The lack of expertise on how to guide groups to run viable economic

enterprises and to promote sustainable income generation among group
members is a serious constraint to the development of PEP. Though PEP

group savings amount to Tk 1,1 mill. and the Bank Plan has been in the

pipeline for about a year, no PEP policy and guidelines exist on how savings
and loans can be used to generate incomes on a sustained basis. The EM
recommends that the generalists at HQbe substituted with a PEP Technical
Cell (PTC) consisting of a team of 6-7 TAS, well- qualified specialists/
entrepreneurs in the fields of marketing, small scale technology, fisheries,
horticulture, women's affairs, etc. The PTC'S taskwill be to develop packages
and modules for ICA to be introduced, and monitored by the PEP field staff.
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The Cell must have access to a ConsultancyFundwith which to hire short-term

technical experts in fields the Celldoes not cover, and continue to have access

to an Action Research Fond as at present.
The ad hoc credit (from the so-called TA fund) underlines the dilemma

that PEP seems to face. The fund has permitted PEP group members to
undertake productive activities, but the results have been modest. A pressure

seems to have existed on getting ICA started independent of PEP'S ability to
adequately plan and follow-up performances. The fishing in Kurigram is an

example where profitability so far has been modest or even negative. Andyet,
with more credit, increased insight in fisheries, better management of groups
and improved skills and technology, fishing may becorne a viable under-

taking.
The failure to establish the credit programme may well be a serious PEP

constraint. Still, the EM sees PEP'S inability to identify group members' credit
needs, and assess local investment possibilities and economic and social
constraints as equallyimportant in the endeavour to provide the target group
with ICA modules and packages. Credit can only be a part of l)EP's inputs to
raise incomes. Identification of ICA, skills training and management training

areJust as 1mportant.
The failure of the credit programme to materialize has certainly contrib-

uted to tension within some groups. Particularlyin Kurigram group members
are reported to join Grameen Bank in order to get credit. The EW sees the

ability of the target group to choose from different credit programmes as

positive and advises against any attempt to prevent such moves.
The EM is not in a position tojudge ifthe newbankingplan and the amount

ofcredit proposed is adequate for the remainder OfRESP l, but room should
be left open for increase in credit funds in RESP 11.

The EM fully recognizes that to establish a programme like PEP a 3 year
time frame is most unrealistic. A 10-15 year perspective seems more relevant.
However,whatthe project oughtto have achievedduringthisinitjalprogramme
phase are:

a) planning system which permits the identification of needs, resources,

potentials and constraints and encompasses outlines oflGA; and a

b) monitoring system that goes beyond the present counting of heads
(number ofgroups, persons, savings ) and days (number oftraining
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days) to include the socio-economic impact of the various income
generating activities (inputs), training and credit included.

No such policies and plans exist and the EM recommends that efforts be
made forthwith to rectify this.

Key Issues
Whether or not PEP will reach its overall objectives of creating long term
incomes for the target group and, eventually contribute to strengthening
BRDB depends on how the project resolves certain key substantial issues.

These are in addition to the conceptual and structural issuesalreadymentioned,
and have been identified by the EM to be;

l) the cost benetlt issue;

2) the target group issue;

3) the gender issue;

4) the quality issue;

5) the resource base issue:

6) the back-stopping issue.

How PEP tackles them will determine PEP'S ability to achieve its overall
objective as well as sustainability and replicability of the activities.

The Cost-Benefit Issue

Simple estimates of project costs in terms of number of beneficiaries
certainly oversimplifies project economics, and more so in a project that is to

be innovative and experimental. As PEP is still in its initial stage (even if the
first phase endsjune 1989) project costs must be expected to be higher and
benetits/ beneficiaries fewer than at later stages. Still, costis such an important
factor that it should not be overlooked at any project stage.

In the report Comparative Review of Rural Employment Programmes in
Bangladesh, prepared for SIDA by D. Bhattacharya and B. Sen (]an. 1988) a

cost inputper beneficiary is quotedfor Grameen Bank (Tk883), Proshika (Tk
308) and BRDB (Tk 173) based on 1986operation costs (Source: Alam 1988).
PEP costs 1987/88 amounted to Tk 33,4 mill. and the number ofbeneflciaries
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Perhaps the major achieuement Dj PEP sdfar Ms been tim jmjecfs ability to mach

the primmy target groups.
Photo: Kanin Bubrinski. UN Photo 154363

(group members) where around 12.000. Had the number of group members
been doubled (24,000) the costs per head would still be almost four times
those quotedfor Grameen Bank, and 8 times that of a BRDB (BSS/MBSS). It
is partly because of our concern with the high PEP costs, and because of the

negative impactofTAS on BRDB institution buildingthat the EM recommends
a reduction in expatriate and TA staff.

One criticism against PEP is that virtually all its costs are personnel costs.
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Also PEP training costs are largely personnel costs, even if they are not
registered as such in the PEP accounts, as theyinclude the pay of the trainers.
The EM is not particularly worried about the proportion of staff costs in
relation to other project costs. PEP aims to mobilize people and teach- them
new skills and new awareness, and the personnel costs will necessarilybe high.
The important point is whether project outputs reflect the heavy staff input.
And, a very essential question in a poor country like Bangladesh, how much
effort (project costs) is it reasonable to invest in raisinggroup standards, and
where is the point of diminishing returns?

It is the view of EM that PEP will not be able to compete with Grameen
Bank, Proshika or BRDB as concerns cost effective mobilization of groups,
savings and the provision of credit to landless poor. Thus if GOB and the
donors want the major PEP effort to continue to be on organizing landless
poor for the provision ofcredit, the EM recommends that, on the ground of
cost effectiveness, this be done through NGO'S and other institutions that
have alreadyproved their ability towork cost-effectivelywith the landless poor,
and that PEP as such be discontinued.

It is not the present far-below-target number of PEP groups organized that
causes the EM'S concern for the high costs. On the contrary, the present
number of 736 groups may partly explain why PEP has not yet been able to
concentrate on its main objectives ofincome generation, or to make system-

atic plans or procedures for how this can be done. It is for this reason that the

EM recommends that new groups be formed onlyin relation to LCS'S and that
PEP restrictitself to servicing the already existing groups in terms of creating
income-generating possibilities.

The Target Group Issue
Perhaps the major achievement OfPEP so far has been the project's ability

to reach the primary targetgroup, landless and near landless people depend-

ing on manual labour as their main source of income. Through repeated
screening of the groups PEP has succeeded in curbing the infiltration and
interference/dominance of local elites which other comparable groups are
often plagued with. The result has been largely homogeneous and seemingly
well functioning groups with members regularly attending meeting and

regularly saving. The about 40% women's groups are reported to function
particularly well.
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The EM sees the maintenance of homogeneous groups a crucial issue and

strongly recommends that the careful screening of groups be continued and
made a condition for future PEP support.

Presently the PEP approach is to see the landless poor as belonging to one
socio-economic strata of the society. 60% of the Bangladeshi society are
presentlylandless and the vastmajority of them depend on manual labour for
their existence. Particularly as regard ICA, a further grading of groups maybe
considered to provide a more realistic basis for the planning of PEP ICA
support. Such grading may differentiate between:

a) groups in need of credit but who have viable ICA plans ready;

b) groups in need of capital as well as training and counselling to improve
their economic situation

c) groups that first of all need to improve their health, nutritional status
and housing before they can make use ofcredit and training inputs;

The Gender Issue
The life processes are very different for men and women in Bangladesh,

and consequently the needs of men and women are different. PEP, it seems,

has been plannedvery muchwith the male ruralpoor in focus, and the gender
issue has been 'solved' by adding women groups and women staff.

As regards the former PEP has been quite successful. Presently 40% of the
groups are female and that is 10% more than the target. Still, as women are
the majority of the landless poor, the long term PEP goal must be that at least
half the PEP groups are women's groups.

PEP'S inability to retain female staffunderlines the male bias ofthe project,
and indeed of the Bangladeshi society. It is the view of the EM that much more

can be done to recruit, secure and support female staff than what has hitherto
been done, and such recruitment is essential to strengthen the women's
interests in PEP. The EM recommends that full female staffing be made a

condition for future PEP support, and that GOB be asked to develop the
incentives nccessary to recruit and retain the necessary female staff.

In the recognition that the gender issue is one of the basic PEP issues and

that special effort must be made to cater for women's ICA needs, the EM
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recommends thatPEP work outa policy of positive support to female staff and

group members. The policy should include interventions needed to:

a) make women group members effective income earners ;

b) conscientisize male and female staff and PEP group members on the

situation and rights of women, and on the part men and women play in
upholding the discrimination ofwomen;

c) recruit female (and male) upazila and union staff locally and give

priority to attitudes and experience rather than formal education;

d) ensure the security offemale staff, particularly at union and upazila
level:

e) introduce incentives to compensate female stafffor the social costs
involved in working in what must be defined as a male domain;

0 reduce the number of groups supervised by women group organizers, in
order to improve on the PEP inputs to female groups and reduce the
demand on female group organizer's physical mobility.

Though it may seem a minor point, PEP terminology should be adjusted

to adequately reflect gender composition. This is necessary to make the

unequal distribution of PEP resources to men and women visible. Instead of
'PEP groups' and 'women's groups' it should read 'men's groups' and

'women'sgroups' ;insteadof 'schemes' and 'women'sschemes' itshouldread
'men's schemes', 'mixed schemes' and 'women's schemes' etc. All statistics
should, whenever relevant, reflect gender.

Itis worth noting that in spite of their social and economic handicaps and

the present considerable female understaffing, women's groups are reported
to function better than men's groups as regards cooperation, regular attendance

and savings. Thus to give women increased attention will not only benefit this
most disadvantaged target group, but also enhance PEP'S chances of success.

The Quality Issue
PEP replicability and sustainability will largely depend on how well PEP

inputs are relatedto meetingpEp objectives, and atwhat costs. This presupposes

that PEP:
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i) satisfactorily assesses target group needs, the local resources available to
meet the needs, and the constraints that must be overcome to do so;

ii) provides sufficient and relevant expertise and guidance to fully utilize
local potentials and resources;

iii)monitors project inputs and results and provides the feed back
necessary to continuously improve on project performances.

Thus it is vvithin these three areas that PEP should concentrate its efforts

in the immediate future. The qualityissue is not only relevantfor the PEPgoal
attainment as concerns IGA, but also the impact the project may have on

BRDB'S RPP, provided that quality remains cost effective.
Apart from the assessment of the PEP literacy programme, no systematic
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data have been available to the EM to assess the quality of the present PEP
interventions. In addition to group formation, training has been the most
central PEP input so far. A recent workshop on training identified the
following shortcomings:
' lack of need-based training modules;

* lack of evaluation of training results;

0 unclear concepts of formal and informal training;

0 lack of training/communication materials;

0 unsatisfactory training needs assessment.

To improve the situation the workshop recommended that;
' a comprehensive master plan on training be developed;

' more emphasis be placed on training of trainers;

0 more emphasis be placed on field based training.

The EM fully supports these recommendations and reiterates the need to
incll1de conscientization as regards gender relations in all human awareness
training. Also as regards special skills training, the training must be made to
reflectthe gender specific restrictionsandpotentials. The EM also recommends
that the duration of all training be reconsidered, and particularly that of
trainers (group organizers and also bankworkers) be expanded and strength-

ened through refresher courses.
A high quality PEP can only be achieved if PEP secures the expertise

needed to find new and improve on traditional IGAfor the target group. It is

to provide this expertise that the EM recommends thatPEPHQbe staffedwith
specialists on ICA and that the PTC be provided with the means to make
innovative and experimental approaches possible.

The Resource Base Issue
It is the presentpEp lGA strategy that PEP groups initially undertake ICA

that are well known to them, andfor this reason traditional agricultural based
ICA are encouraged. The philosophy thatgroups shall not go into economic
enterprises with which they are not familiar is appreciated, but overlooks the
fact that traditional lGA's are not necessarily economically safe. On the
contrary, profil margins are often notoriously low and, furthermore, the
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activities are closely woven into a socio- economic and political texture where
the poor often lose.

If PEP is going to be innovative and experimental a major task will be to
expand the local resource bases traditionally accessible to the landless poor.

The project can certainly not bejustifiedifPEP onlyimproves the comparative
advantage of one group of landless poor at the cost of others in what remains

a zero sum game, something which will be the result unless additional
resources are created or liberated.

The Backstopping Issue
For a long time to come the landless poor will continue to depend socially

and economically on the rural elites that exploit them, just as women will

continue to depend on the familywhich is the primary agent in maintaining
their oppression. The horizontal linkages that PEP attempts to strengthen

through group mobilization and human awareness training will represent a

challenge to the traditional vertical economic and social bonds and may well
trigger off economic and social negative sanctions from the rural elite.

Whatever role PEP chooses for itself, a policy and plan must be made for
how to protect the targetgroupif PEpinterventions contribute to jeopardizing
their traditional resource base. The backstopping issue is consequently
another vital issue to the success of PEP. Alternative structures to traditional
bonds must be established to back-up and support the landless poor legally
and economically if need be, so that the risks that the PEP concept involves is

not born entirely or in the main by the target group.
The EM recommends that PEP draws up a policy on how to provide legal

and economic support to PEP group members when the need arises to

compensate for loss of incomes or rights in connection with PEP activities. As
regards the Resource Centres, the EM considers the establishment ofviable
resource centres at Upazila level as unrealistic. It is the EM'S view that the
recommended PEP Technical Cell will serve as such a resource base for the

entire project, meeting requests from the Upazilas and districts, with their
own and extra ad hoc expertise. Such a high powered Cell will be less

expensive than the suggested Resource Centres, and provide better services.
An important task of the PTC will be to work out packages and modules that

can be used by local PEP staff everywhere, and to make available the technical

support needed to do so.
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The PEP-IDP Relationship
So far it is the inter-linkage between PEP and IDP that has been the most
innovative and promising aspect of PEP. More income has been made

available to PEP group members through IDP/ LCS construction and main-

tenance work than through any PEr' intervention. For women groups whose
income generatingopportunities are limited, IDpgenerated employmenthas
been particularly beneficial. The cooperation PEP-IDP also entails definite

advantages for IDP in that PEPbased LCS'S function better and provide better
quality work than other LCS'S.

Most IDl' generated work is temporary and lasts only for a couple of
months. Still, IDP infrastructural investments entaila long term potential for
PET) groups, as for others. In the wake of the IDI' construction of roads,
embankments and growth centres, new opportunities follow as regards

transport businesses, tea stalls, shops, services, increased cultivation and the
like. These opportunities represent a particular challenge and should be

systematically exploited by PEr'.
At the rune being PEP-LCS'S do not distinguish themselves from other

LCS'S and ordinary labour groups as regards working conditions and workers
rights. It is the EM'S view that the PEP social profile should be reflccted also
in PEl'-LCS'S. By improving working conditions as regards the provision of
clean drinkingwater, shade for resting, hot food during lunch break, creches
and latrines, work performance may improve and thus prove the point that
better working conditions 'pay'. Workers rights in the case of illnesses,

accidents and death should also be considered established as part ofthe PEr'

LCS strategy.

The cooperation on the ground between IDP and PEP is not reflected

administratively. Presently the only structural point of interaction is in the
DSEA who may well be the minimum connectingbody necessary to maintain
the present inter- linkage. Particularly as regards the PEP and rOP human

awareness/human development training, the lack of regular coordination
and sharing ofresources seem surprisi ng, as such cooperation certainlywould
enhance the training both OfPEI' and IDP. The EM recommends that closer
contact be maintained in the field of training, even if we recognize the

informal cooperation that exists also in this fields in some districts. Particu-

larly as regards the development in LCS'S into Class D contractors some such

cooperation should be institutionalized.
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The EM does not see that itis necessary to merge IDP and PEP to achieve

better integration in the field. It ought to be possible with less radical re-

structuring.

Future PEP Perspectives
The shortcomings pointed outin this chapter arewell known to mostPEP staff
and are consequently not likely to surprise anyone familiar with the project.
The initial two years have been very much a learning process as regards the

adequacy of the PEI' concept and of the administrative structures set up to

realize PEP Oljectives. It is to sum up this learning process that the EM calls
attcntion to two mzjor conclusions:

One is that the many PEr' objectives should be reduced and concentrated
in one overall objective, that of long-term income generation.

The other is that PEP administrative structure be streamlined (under

BRDB) and simplilied.
The administrative structural problems have loomed large in virtually all

our discussions about PEr'. A minimum -solution is to replace TA stall' with
rcimbursable staff at the level where the conllicts at the moment seem the

greatest, i.a. at the upazila level, and continuc with the present set up for an
additional 2 year period. A better solution, according to the EM, is to keep 2-

3 TAS at the district level and to convert the remaining district stalfinto GOB
reimbursable staff, and Lo establish a PEP Technical Cell at HO level.

When we recommend that much of the present TA staff be substituted by
reimbursablc staff, and suggest that the number ofexpatriale stalfbe reduced,
it is because we consider the reduction of costs and closer cooperator with

BRDB essential if the l'El' conccpt shall become replicable and sustainablc.
We do expect that group quality willgo down as a result ofreduction in stall;

but see the weakness in producing groups whose quality cannot be sustained
over time anyway. We recommend that the PEr' groups remain informal for
the time being to allow for the innovativencss and flexibility which should
characterize l'El' in the coming years, but they can be formalised at a later

stage.

lt is theview ofthe EM, that itwill primarily bc byworking out modules and

packages for successful ICA in cooperation with PEP groups and BRDB staff,

that PEr' will be able to strengthen BRDB, and not through the number olö
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groups formed or the size of the reinbursable GOB staff within BRDB. It is for
this reason that the EM places much emphasis on keepingpEp innovatjve and
experimental. It is the view ofthe EM that PEP'S success as institution builder
will be directly related to PEP'S contribution to expanding the resource base

and increasing the incomes among the TG.
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Chapter 5

Is RESP Better Than IRWP?

In 1985 IRWP was severely criticised in an evaluation which stated that it had

in no way reached its objectives, that very few benelits reached the target
groups, that quality of work was bad and that a large part of the funds were

misappropriated. Itwas recommended to close down the programme and not
to start RESP.

RESP was started and much of its design was influenced by the hard
criticism of the evaluation. Some major points were: the geographical area of
the programme was very much reduced in order to better manage it, new
procedures for financial control were introduced, new procedures were

established for quality control, and PEP was started in order to give more

direct benefits to the target group.
Have these changes made the programme better? The 1989 Evaluation

Mission can answer with a qualilicd "yes".

IDP is on the whole a better project than IRWP. The quality of work, with

some exceptions of course, has improved, and if the price andquality of work
is by and large acceptable it can be assumed that misappropriation is at a

relatively low level, and it may be impossible to push it much lower. The
financial management systems introduced under RESP have also helped to

have better control of funds. The geographical concentration has helped in

planning, managementand monitoring, but the existence of Kurigram in the
programme is an anomaly that should be rectitied.

The most critical pointfor IDP is the target group benelitissue. The short-

term wage benefits as a percentage of the investment costs going to the target
group have actually declined since IRWP, and there has been a constant
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decline in these figures since the start of IRWP. This is a serious issue which

must be tackled by changing the priorities of investment.
One could say that the first phase of RESP has straightened out the

structural problems of IDP, and that this should have created a good basis for
making a serious shift to more target group benefit orientated activities in
phase II.

RESP as whole is a very cxpensive programme. More than half the
expenditures, which could be described as benefits, go to the personnel
employed by the programme. This has to be reduced.

It cannot be said that PEr', as an elfort to create greater benefits for the
target group, has been a success. Bad design is the main part ofthe problem.
Too many objectives and a confusing management structure that invites
conflict. Up to now the target group has got fcw beneflts from the project. It
is hoped that this critical evaluation ofpEpwill help to design a more elfective
PEP in the next phase.

In conclusion,the EM can say tl1atRESPis better than IRVVP in thatdeflnite
improvements have been made, butlhat much more can be done to make the
programme as a whole an effective vehicle for improving the economic and
social well-being of the poorer members of the rural society. The EM can
recommend that RESP continues into a phase Il.
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Chapter 6

Summary: Major Findings

This chapter is a summary list of the major conclusions under the headings:
organisation and management, IDP and PEP. Nearly all recommendations
will relate to the next phase ofthe project, and these are foundgathered at the
end under the heading RESP lI.

Organisations and Management
1. The Annual Review Mission is an appropriate mechanism forjoint

COB/donor planning and monitoring of the Programme. However, it
is not a determining decision-making body as all decisions are referred

elsewhere for approval. It meets too close to the start of the next

financial year.

2. The CPMU has produced effective work in planning, budgeting and
reporting. However, it has contributed to a top-heavy and expensive

RESP Structure, and its role in coordination and management of the

Programme is not clear.

3. The present PEP organisation and management structure is hampered

by too many objectives, unclear division ofresponsibilities between two
and even three lines ofcommand, and lack of approved management
guidelines. The Evaluation Mission (EM) considers it to be an
unworkable structure.

4 - The IDP structure has the benefit of six years of experience and

functions reasonably well.
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5. There have been considerable delays in the flow of funds through the
normal GOB channels, resulting in much frustration if not delay in
scheme implementation. The accounting and financial control system
introduced by CPMU operates satisfactorily.

6. Planning and reporting systems are of a high standard. Impact
monitoring has not existed to date, but a new system is being
introduced. It is well designed, but there is a possibility that it may be
too comprehensive to be sustained.

7. The consultant's functions, as agreed between SIDA and Hifab, are
carried out effectively, but the expense is very great in comparison to
total Programme costs and ways should be looked into for reducing the
cost.

8. Too great a proportion of the Programme's budget is devoted to

expatriate and local TA costs. However, the number of staff should not
be determined on cest alone. Quality ofwork and eflicient Programme
implementation must also be ofparamountconsideration. The EM
Ends that the expatriate staifcan be reduced. The EM has not been in a

position to assess the need for all the local TA staff Therefore it is

recommended that, on the basis of an agreed outline for RESP II, an

independent needs assessment review of the TA staff be carried out in
good time before the start of RESP lI.

Infrastructure Development Project
1. There has been a substantial positive impact on the institutional

development OfLGEB particularly in rcgard to training and
implementation monitoring.

2. The LCS concept has shown to be an effective target group orientated
activity that is now adopted by many other organisations.

3. Planning and hydrological design of feeder roads has been weak.

Selection ofroads was often done on political/administrative grounds
rather than technical/economic grounds. Some of the roads could have
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been built as roads-cum-embankments, thus reducing overall

Programme costs and and increasing overall beneiits.

4. The physical planning unit activities are not well integrated with rest of
the project. The Upazila planbooks are seldom used in making
decisions, even with rOP activities.

5. The target group is seldom involved in project identiflcation and
formulation, even in regard to the so-called Locally Initiated Grass

Roots Schemes (LIGRS).

6. Earthwork done by LCS'S is of better quality than that done by

contractors and project committees. Earthwork done on Water
Resorce Schemes (WRS'S) and in LlGRIS'S is better than that done on

feeder roads.

7. Implementation ofworks receives serious attention, and the overall
quality level is satisfactory, sometimes very impressive.

8. Misuse of funds relates closely to quality of work. As tender rates are by

and large controlled and the quality of work in IDP is satisfactory, it

must be assumed that the misappropriation of funds is at a relatively low

level.

9. Work on feeder roads and growth centres created only a very limited

amount ofshort-term employment, and a positive long-term impact on

the target group of these activities is doubtful. The negative effect on
smaller markets could be considerable. The EM recognises the need for

these works, but is not convinced,of the economic priority when taking

into account other forms of investment in rural areas.

10. The economic viability ofwater sector schemes is high and can be

predicted rclatively accurately. However, the benellt/ cost ratios

calculatcd by the project are probably too high. The long-term

employment effect of these schemes is considerable. The annual

additional labour requirements in agriculture after completion of the
schemes is of the same size as the labour requirements during

construct10n.
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employment. The project can assist and advise the groups for 2-3 years
after they have become contractors.

11. The number ofpucca maintenance groups, including pipecasting
groups, would increase, and they should be turned into LCS'S to

improve their performance and support the formation ofindependent
and viable economic units.

12. Whenever possible, new LCS'S formed in the Upazilas where PEP is

working would be recruited from PEP groups or would be formed into
PEP groups.

PEP

1. The objectives of PEP for the next three year period would focus on: a)
creation of income-generation possibilities for group members through
innovatjve approaches to productive activities, technologies and
marketing, and b) institution building in BRDB related to income-

generating activities.

2. More groups should only be formed in relation to LCS'S and priority be

given to forming women LCS groups. The project should restrict itself
to servicing the already existing groups in terms of creating income-

generating possibilities. Thus, no expansion into new Upazilas should
take place until after the review in year three.

3. The project should continue with informal groups for the first three
years OfRESP II. After that groups that so wish can be formed into
formal cooperatives and a second tier UBCCA be formed.

4. The organisational structure OfPEP would follow the basic model of the
CIDA supported RO 12 project. The model can be slightly modiiied to
increase the capacity for creation ofincome generating activities (ICA).
Clear managementguidelines would be agreed upon and put into
effect at the start OfRESP II.

5. There would be an extra URDO for PEP at the Upazila level, and
perhaps one more reinbursable BRDB staffifsuch persons can be
recruited with technical/economic experience in ICA. The TA staff
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would be withdrawn from the Upazila level at the time when the new
COB posts are filled. The deputed line Ministry staff would continue.

6. At the District level the DPD'S office would be strengthened by more
COB staff, and would be assisted by two TA who will work under the
DPD'S guidance. One would be a training specialist and the other a

technician/economist for ICA.

7. At the Programme headquarters level (Faridpur) a team of six to seven

TA well-qualilied in the fields of marketing, technology, tisheries,
horticulture, women's affairs, etc would develop packages and modules
for ICA that would be introduced at the field level. This Cell would be

headed by an expatriate ICA expert, preferably one with experience of
group mobilisation, who would be the Senior Adviser to the Project
Director (now ajoint Director). The Cell would work under the
direction and guidance of the Project to hire short-term technical

experts and an Action Research Fund as at present. The Project
Director and the Senior Adviser would have full authority to approve

the use of the funds.The Project Director's oflice would also be
strengthened by additional COB reinbursable staff to deal with the
considerable administrative load.

8 In BRDB headquarters in Dhaka there would be an institutional support
unit, headed by an expatriate TA and linked to the Additional Director-

General, to monitor the innovative activities in the field with regard to

introducing them into BRDB generally. This unit should work closely
with the CIDA RO 12 Canadian Resource Team. Coordination of donor

inputs to BRDB would be an advantage both to the donors and BRDB.

9 Practical training relatcd to ICA, both on the technical and manage-

ment sides, will be an important aspect of the project. There will be
need for both staff and group member training. A Training Fond at the
disposal of the Project Director and the Senior Adviser would be used
for innovative training inputs. On the whole local NCO'S and experts
should be hired on short-term basis to cany out the training rather than
building up a large staff of TA.

10. PEP would develop and implement a policy ofpositive support to
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female staffmembers, including incentives and security, as well as

ensuring that 40% are female by the end OfRESP lI.

Staff

1. The EM finds that the number of expatriate staff (advisers) should be

reduced, and the exact number can be agreed upon by GOB and the
donors. Moving the Programme headquarters to Faridpur will in itself
reduce staff as some headquarter staff can also monitor and advise on
field work.

2. The IDl' should have a Senior Adviser to work with the Project Director.
In addition there should be a Water Rcsource Adviser at the
hcadquarters. The number ofadvisers at district level for IDP and PEP
is still an open question, but thought can be given to one adviser
covering two districts or of combining the IDP and PEP advisory posts
in, for example, Kurig-ram.

3. The donor would appoint a Senior Programme Monitor to head the
Programme Support office.

4. The local TA staffwould be appointed by the sub-contractor located in
the PSO. The relevant Project Director and his Senior Adviser will
participate in the selection. Clear management guidelines must be
worked out to ensure that the advisers and local TA work under the
guidance of the Project Directors.
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Appendix

Terms ofReference

Background
The Rural Employment Sector Programme (RESP) in Bangladesh is a n1ral development
intervention in four districts aiming at increasing production and generating employment of
poor men and women (households holding less than 0.5 acre of land). RESP comprises at

present of two separate but inter-related projects, Infra- structure Development Project (IDP)
and Production and Employment Project (PEP). For coordination purposes there is a Central

Planning and Monitoringunit (CPMU) ,which is also responsible for over-all projectplanning
monitoring and flnancial control.

RESP is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Local Government bc Rural Development.

Implementation ofiDpisentrusted to the Local GovernmentEngineeringBureau (LGEB) and
local government authorities at district and upazila level, whereas PEP is implemented by the
Bangladesh Rural Development Board.

RESP was launched in October 1986, but was preceeded by the "Integrated Rural Works
Programme", IRWP. When IRWPWaS evaluated in 1985 itwas severely critisised for jack ofgoal
fulfilmentwhich resultedin several changes aiming atgreaterso called targetgroup orientation.
The present RESP agreementexpires injuly 1989. During the annual review 1988, the parties
however agreed tu prepare for an extention of the agreement for one more year, to allow for
more time for planning and preparation of a continuation of RESP, 1990-94.

Pm-pose of the evaluation
The evaluation has two main purposes: to evaluate the progress of RESP since the evaluation

of 1985 and to assess an outline of RESP II to be presented end 1988. The report to be made
will have great impact on the design of a possible RESP II.

General aspects
Make an assessment of the achievements of RESP in respect of
- over-all infrastructure development in the project areas
- employment (direct and indirect), income and other benef1ts for the target population
Exarnine each componentwith regard to the following points:
- compare achievements with quantitative and qualitative targets as indicated in Plan of

Operation (indicators progress)
- estimate as far as possible cost effectiveness of both PEP and IDP
- identify and analyze main problems and constraints of project operations
- review the adequacy of the over-all programme organization and admir1istrative

arrangcments.
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- anal~e how RESP as a whole and IDP and PEP Hi into the administrative st1uctures at
central and local levels. Give views on the conlributions of expatriate staff and the local
TA-organization. In this context the role of the donor consultant (HIFAB) should be
studied

- assess the adequacy and appropriateness of the monitoring and follow-up system,
including the donors' follow-up system

- specifically comment on the general progress made on the below points:
* main criticisms raised in the above mentioned IRWP evaluation
* institutional development on different levels
* target group orientation in general and with specific reference to poor women
* methods used for employment and self-employment generation for the target group
* technical quality of infrastuctural investments
* interaction between IDP and PEP on different levels

Comments on the above points should preferably include concrete proposals for future
1mprovements.

Project specific aspects
Under A. B. and C. below some specific issues for the different projects are given as further
guidance to and for consideration by the mission:

lnfrastructure Development Project IDP
21) Organization and management:

- assess the adequacy of projectorganization in respect of stafnng and other resources to
achieve the objectives and target of IDP
- assess to what extent the institutional framework within which the project is operating
has been conducive to achieving the objectives including the target-group objectives of
IDP
- assess the degree of integration of IDP within LGEB and estimate the impact of IDP on
LGEB'S ordinary operations; determine the linkages of IDP with other development
programmes implemented at the Upazila-level; determine in which way IDP differs from
other similar inte1ventions

b) Quality of work, design and scheme preparalions etc:
- assess the adequacy and appropriateness of criteria and procedures for identification
and selection of differentkinds of schemes:
- assess the quality and standard of design, scheme preparation and construction for
different types of structures (feeder roads, bridges, market structures etc) and - if
possible - compare with other similar projects
- assess the efficiency of measures to reduce misappropriations
- assess the adequacy of measures to develop more cost-effective road surfaces (road
trials)
- assess the appropriateness of construction methods applied and the organization of
work

c) Maintenance
- review the earthwork maintenance programme in respect of quality of work, cost of
operations, employment implications and other relevant aspects
- programme in respect of quality of work, adequacy of operation and management
system, integration within the local govemment structure, etc
- determine the relevance and adequacy of the human development and technical
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training programme on the performance of the labourers in respect of efficiency,
awareness of rights and responsibilities group solidarity etc
- give views on the oveall balance between resources for investrnent and maintenance in
IDp-upazilas

d) Training
- assess the status of the IDP training programme and its incorporation with LGEB'S
normal activities at LGEB as well as the district level
- assess to what extent the IDP training strategy has been adopted by other projects

e) Feeder Roads and Growth Centres
- assess the adequacy of the local govemment set-up for planning and implementation
of the feeder road and growth centre components assess appropriateness of the system

for maintenance of feeder roads and growth centres
- review the appropriateness of the criteria for selection of roads and markets to be
covered under IDP
- determine the progress as regards the use of the road sides for social forestry activities

and other productive purposes
fö) Small scale local initiative schemes

- review the experience of this component particularly in respect of attitudes of local
administration and local population, efficiency of mechanism to identity, approve,
supervise implementation of schemes; response from labourers, level of extemal

g)

h

support requirecl (from TA-staff) etc
- review the adequacy of the training programme provided
- review the performance of the pund excavation programme; identify problems and
constraints in respect of other agencies and with access to water bodies
- assess the cooperation with NGOS with regard to the implementation of this
component
- make an assessment of the LCS concept: to what extent can LCSS continue to function

after the first job is completed, has skills training offered by IDP helped the groups get
other work etc

Water resource schemes
- assess the adequacy and appropriateness of the organizational set-up for planning and

implementation of water resource schemes in IDP; assess the degree of integration of
the IDP water resource establishment with the LGEB engineering establishment at

Upazila and district level
- assess the performance of this sub-componentwith regard to pace of implementation,

effectiveness, planning capability, impact on the target group etc
- assess the approptiateness of the criteria applied for selection of schemes
- quantify the area affected by schemes implemented to date and estimate the impact on
agricultural production
- make an assessmentof to what extent the Upazilas and Districts have been motivated
to increase the number of water schemes to be fimded through other channels ; assess

to what extent the LGEB has been given other water development projects
) Institution building

- assess as far as possible to what extent RESP'S institution building activities have

contributed to improved capabilities of LGEB and the local govemment engineering
set-up and estimate the impactof IDP on LGEB'S Ordina1y activities; make an
assessment of LGEB'S capability to handle large infrastructure development projects;
also try to determine to what extent the innovative socio- economic activities of IDP have

been taken up by other projects.
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Production and Employment project, PEP
a) Project management, institutional issues:

- assess the adequacy of the present organization, including level and specification of
stafflng (both TA and GOB) and appropriateness of other resources allocated to achieve
the Objectives and targets of PEP
-

examine the justification for and the adequacy of the presentTA-establishment; assess
advantages and disadvantages with the system in respect of relationship between (JOB
and TA-staff, effectiveness of managementetc
- assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the management and operational guidelines
prepared by the project to guide implementation; identify major deviations from
BRDB'S normal administrative procedures and examine how that may have affected
project implementation
-

make an assessmentof the advantages and disadvantages of the present division of
authority between Upazila, Districtand Central level
- review the assignment of TA and GOB staff as compared to the PLANOP; determine the
percentage of female staff at various levels
- assess the appropriateness of the monitoring and follow-up system

b) Mobilizatjon of the target population
-

review and draw operational conclusions from the report on group mobilization
undertaken by a separate consultant

c) Establishment and functioning ofthe Upazila Offices (Resource Centres)
- assess the pace of establishment of Upazila Offices as compared to targets; review the
feasibility of the expansion programme as suggested in the Planop and the
apprdpriatness of the selection of Upazilas to be included
- review and analyze problems as well as positive experiences during the establishment
of the Upazila Offices; examine in particular the relationship between the PEP Office
on one hand and the Upazila administration and BRDB normal establishment on the
other; assess if there are any seiious differences in perceptions as regards the role of the
PEP Offices or differences in expectations; assess to what extent such differences (if
any) have affected implementation
- assess the appropriateness of the Resource Centre conceptas an institutional
mechanism to meet the objectives of PEP; review the list of activities to be undertaken
by the Resource Centre and assess the adequacy of staffing assigned to the Centre.
-

determine which activities to date have been given priority and assess the justification
for such prioritization
- review the appropriateness and effectiveness of the PEP skills training programme in
respect ofidentification ofneeds, organization oftraining courses, selection of trainees,
selection ofinstructors etc
-

review efforts to collect and disseminate information of new or altemative
technologies; assess the adequacy of resources allocated for this purpose
- make preliminaiy assessment of the functioning of the PEP credit programme
- examine the relevance and assess the usefulness of legal service provided
- determine to what extent services of the Resource Centre have been offered to other
than BRDB-groups

Central Coordination and Monitorinq Unit
- review the role and assess the perfonnance of the Central Coordination Committee
- assess the effectiveness of CPMU as a coordinating body for RESP; assess the
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appropriateness of the attachment of CPMU to the Planning Commission; examine the
relationship with the Rural Development Division and the Local Government Division
- assess the adequacy of staffing and other resources to achieve the objectives of RESP

review the adequacy and usefulness of the monitoring system developed within CPMU
- assess the achievements of the planning component as compared to targets; assess the

degree of cooperation with other projects and agencies
- assess the effectiveness of the financial management and control system developed
within CPMU
- assess the coordination between RESP/ CPMU and SIDA

Preliminary assessment of the outline for RESP II
Make an assessment of the RESP II outline with point of departure from the guidelines agreed
upon in September 1988. The team would focus on the following issues

a) over-all structure and balance between components
b) geographical coverage of the different projects related to issues such as quality of work,

financial requirements and staff requirements
c) appropriateness of administrative arrangements for central management as well as for

implementation OfPEP and IDP
d) future for the Crowth Centres component in IDP
e) LGEB institution -building
f) proposed approach to target group mobilization including the PEP Resource Centre

concept

Method ofworl<
The evaluation will be preceded by three indepth pre-evaluation studies:
- study of group formation and mobilization in PEP
- comparative assessment of rural employment programmes
- study on the foreign personnel component OfRESP

The evaluation will base its assessments and conclusions on
- a review and assessment of the above mentioned pre- studies analysis and review of existing

progress and other documentation available
- field visits to both project areas and interviews with project and non-project staff

Timing and Reporting
The evaluation will take place duringfourweeks injanuary 1988, starting] anuaiy 10, Summary
of findings and recommendations will be presented upon departure from Bangladesh. The
final report will be submitted not later than three weeks after departure from Bangladesh.

Composition of the Mission
The evaluation will jointlybe undertaken by the Donors and GOB. The Donors have agreed to
nominate four experts:
Team leader (Rural Institutions Expert), N igel Hawkesworth
Economist, Ole Lindberg
Sociologist, Else Skjmnsberg
Civil engineer, Tonjansen.
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Abbreviations

ADB
ARDO
ARM

BiC
BIDS
BRDB
BSS

BWDB
CCC
CIDA
CPMU
DGIS

DPD
DEA
DSEA

EIRR

EM
GO
GOB
HBB

HO
IDA
IDP
IGA

Asian Development Bank
Assistant Rural Development Officer
Annual Review Meeting

Benefit/Cost ratio

Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies
Bangladesh Rural Development Board
(Male rural poor cooperatjve)

Bangladesh Water Development Board
Central Coordination Committee
Canadian International Development Agency
Central Planning and Monitoring Unit
(Dutch development agency)
Directorate-General for International Co-operation
Deputy Project Director
District Engineering Adviser
District Socio-Economic Adviser
Economic Internal Rate of Return
Evaluation Mission
Group Organiser
Government of Bangladesh
Herring-Bone Brick

Headquarters
International Development Agency (World Bank)
Infrastructure Development Project
Income Generatjng Activities
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IRWP
ISP

LCS

LGD
LGEB
LIGRS

MBSS

MLGRDC

NORAD
OCM
PC

PD

PEP

PLO

POP

PSO

PTC

TA
TG
RD 12
RDCD

RESP

RPP

SIDA
SPA

SPM

SSWRS

UBCCA
URDO
UZ
WRS

WS

XEN

Intensive Rural Works Programme
Institutional Support Project
Labour Contracting Society
Local Government Division

Local Government Engineering Bureau
Locally Initiated Grass Roots Schemes

(Female rural poor cooperative)

Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development
and Cooperatives
Norwegian International Development Agency
Operation and maintenance
Project Committee
Project Director
Production and Employment Project
Project lmplementation Office
Plan of Operation
Programme Support oflice
PEP Technical Cell

Technical Assistance

Target Group
Rural Development Project 12

Rural Development and Cooperatives Division
Rural Employment Sector Programme
Rural Poor Programme

Swedish International Development Agency
Senior Programme Adviser
Senior Programme Monitor
Small Scale Water Resource Scheme

Upazila Bitaheen Central Cooperative Association
Upazila Rural Development Officer
Upazila
Water Resource Scheme

Womens Scheme

Executive Engineer
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NEW PATHS FROM POVERTY

xploitation of th(' poor is woven into the very structure ol' Bangla -

~desh soci(étv. To improvc the lot olithc landless poor new approachcs
are necded.

The Rural Employmcnt Sector Programme in Bangladesh consists of
two scparate programmcs: one to improvc rural inlrastruclure, the other
to organise groups and start income gcncrating act1vmes.

The infrastructure program has improved the living conditions ollthe

poor. In the future investnlcnts should <
-mphasisc long - term employ -

ment.
The second programmc has an ever- ;1mbiti0us number oi"obje(itiv<'s,

and unclear divisions ol' responsibilitics. lt should focus on i1lnovativcr

incomc gencrating activities. Thr progmmme must he r(
>
structur(*d to

clarify the division ol" rcsponsihilities.
These are the- main lindings olithis cvaluation hy . 'igel Hawkeswortll.

Md. Mainul Islam, . Iahmuda Islam, Ton@ ]ansen, Ole Lindberg, Sadrel
Reza. and Else Skjeö11shcrg.

Bath year about 30 01*51 ]J; is 200 projccts are (*x'aluate(l. A numl)(,rö ol"

these ('valuations are puhlished in the Evaluation Series. (Iopics of the
reports can br ordered lrom SIDA, 5-105 25 Storkholm, Sweden.
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